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MESSAGE FROM THE EDITORIAL TEAM 

Greetings readers 

Once again, we’re here with another edition of DIPSCOOP. The joy of brightening other lives, bearing each 

other’s burdens, easing others’ loads and supplanting empty hearts and lives with generous gifts becomes for 

us the magic of the holidays. This month Dipscoopcelebrates the joy of Christmas and brings for you articles, 

trivia and activitiesin the true spirit of the season.  

As always, we would like to thank all the students and teachers without whom the edition wouldn’t have been 

complete. Your assistance was invaluable. 

We also urge each and every student and teacher to reach out to us on dipscoopdps@gmail.com, for 

feedback, magazine ideas, entries of articles and art and anything else you wished to convey to us. 

Thank you and happy reading!  

December for sport geeks is not all about Christmas. The day that follows 25th December has often been 

dubbed as the most eventful one in the sporting calendar. Boxing Day, the 26th of December is almost always 

dotted with countless sporting carnivals.  

The Melbourne Cricket Ground is the place to be, come Boxing Day. Cricket fanatics or sports lovers in general 

(like most Aussies are) travel from all across the continent to witness Test Cricket’s greatest celebration first 

hand. The stands are filled to the last seat; the atmosphere being truly electrifying. Touring cricketers are 

often left spellbound by the sheer size of things. After all, the Boxing Day Test is not just a game of cricket, it’s 

an Australian ritual. And there can be no better stage on Earth than the MCG to perform this ritual.  

One of the biggest sporting stadiums in the world capable of accommodating more than 100,000 spectators, 

the ‘G (as it is commonly referred to back in Australia) is the crown prince of cricket grounds. It is often 

compared to Lord’s in London, but in reality, the two stadiums are as far apart from each other as they can 

get. Lord’s is a soul-kindling violinist. The MCG is a heart-pumping rock band. Lord’s is a poet’s delight. The 

MCG is a rapper’s paradise. Both mirror images of each other. Identical, but laterally inverted.  

Similar Boxing Day Tests are played in two other Southern-Hemispheric countries, South Africa and New 

Zealand, but it is safe to assume that none parallel the grandeur of the Melbourne test. Having said that, the 

quality of cricket on display is always top-notch, this year being no exception. Fans have been treated with a 

stellar line up scheduled for them, with Australia playing New Zealand and South Africa fighting it out against 

England. 

BOXING DAY: A Celebration of Sport 
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In the United Kingdom, it is traditional for all top-tier football leagues in England, Scotland, and Northern 

Ireland – the Premier League, the Scottish Premiership, and the NIFL Premiership – and the lower ones, as well 

as the rugby leagues, to hold a full programme of football matches on Boxing Day.  

All in all, Boxing Day is sports lover’s dream. For Indians, it starts at 5:00 in the morning before the first ball is 

bowled down under and ends with the last kick of the ball at 2:00 in the night. It is, in its true sense a complete 

celebration of sport.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

-Vani Agarwal 

Christmas is almost upon us and brings the much-awaited holiday spirit. While it not being a traditional festival 

of us Indians, in the recent years we have started celebrating it with much enthusiasm and positivity. The 

aspect of Santa Claus bringing in loads of gifts to imbibe in us the overwhelming sense of gratitude, it is as 

much as a festival of love as it is of thankfulness. Let us start an early celebration by reminiscing some famous 

Christmas books and movies. 

BOOKS: 

 How the Grinch Stole Christmas – Dr. Seuss 

 The Nutcracker Ballet – Vladimir Vagin 

 A Charlie Brown Christmas – Charles M. Schulz 

 A letter from Santa Claus – Mark Twain 

 A Christmas Carol – Charles Dickens 
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MOVIES 
 Last Christmas 

 The Christmas Chronicles 

 The Princess Switch 

 A Christmas Prince 

 The Grinch 

 The Nightmare Before Christmas 

 Home Alone 

 A Christmas Carol 

 Let it Snow 

These books and movies are sure to get you in the holiday spirit 

-SiyaRath, IX E 

‘The glory comes from daring to begin’-Wisely said by one of India’s most legendary writers, Ruskin Bond. Born 
on 19th May, 1934, he wrote his first novel, ‘The Room on the Roof’ at the tender age of 17. He has written 
over 50 books, and won several awards, to name a few- the Padma Bhushan, John Llewellyn Rhys Prize, the 
Sahitya Academy Award and the Padma Shri. Being a writer at heart, even today, at the age of 85, he 
continues to write pristine stories with a classical touch, carrying the humour and simplicity, which his works 
are best known for.  

Memorable Moments with Ruskin Bond, organized by RatnaSagar, enabled many of his ardent followers to 
connect with him in a closer interaction. Around seventy schools across Andhra Pradesh and Telangana were 
represented by educators and students at Park Hyatt Hotel, on 7th 
November, 2019. At about 11 o’ clock, as the excited audience 
cheered on, Ruskin Bond made his entrance, escorted by Ms.Atiya 
Zaidi, publisher at RatnaSagar. The audience gradually settled 
down and the talk show began. A brief introduction was given 
about Mr. Bond, followed by a few young orators of different ages 
who recited some of Ruskin Bond’s most recognised poems. 
Followed by this was a memorable session called A Bond with 
Bond, a two hour talk show along with an Open House, where Mr 
Bond interacted with the audience and shared his childhood tales 
as a naughty little boy and the journey that shaped him to who he 
is today.  
It began with a discourse on horror stories and ghosts. He 
deliberated, “I don’t believe in ghosts, but I keep seeing them”, 
kept the listeners in splits. The audience contributed their own 
spine-chilling stories, then, the man himself read out an excerpt 
from his well-read ‘The Overcoat’.   
To take everyone’s mind off ghosts, a most pleasant topic was introduced: ‘Fond childhood memories’. Ruskin 
Bond kept the audience entertained with his anecdotes, with narratives about bears running with his teacher’s 
clothing, love letters that won tea and his ability to read upside down! What better way could be to 
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accompany this topic than with an extract from Bond’s Boy Scouts Adventure, read to the audience by the man 
himself? 
A follow up discussion about Ruskin Bond’s love for nature revealed his inspiration for some of his loveliest 
poems like Lone Fox Dancing and The Raindrop. He also shared his views on how much being an Indian means 
to him. He stated that many people protested he didn’t ‘look Indian’, and that his simple answer was, “To be 
Indian, you have to feel it from the bottom of your heart, not look like it.”  
Ruskin Bond also scooped through some interesting, open secrets about his life, that he had once wanted to 
be a footballer, met and had been inspired by Mulk Raj Anand, and had also changed the ending of ‘The Girl 
on the Train’ to make it the popular conclusion it is today. 
With the beginning of Open House, it was the audience’s turn to pose their questions to the renowned writer. 
Ruskin Bond has an enchanting way of answering queries, replies that not only left the person thinking but 
also had them giggling with amusement. As in his unique style, Mr. Bond managed to sneak in a few extra 
stories from his boyhood that had the audience enraptured and beaming. The session ended with snap of the 
finger by 2 after a vote of thanks, following which the audience clamoured around the distinguished guest for 
an autograph before dispersing for lunch. 

Meeting such a remarkable and humble human being was not only an unparalleled experience, but also a 
dream come true for all the avid readers in the audience. Everyone present there, adults and children alike, 
went home that day with a spring in their step and a smile on their face, having one of the best days of their 
life. 

 

It’s almost Christmas! Let’s learn about some interesting facts, rack your brains to answer these questions; 

1. Where was baby Jesus born? 
2. Who was the author of A Christmas Carol? 
3. What is Santa Claus called in France? 
4. How many days do we have between Christmas and the Epiphany? 
5. In the early 1800s, the first gingerbread houses were reportedly inspired by what famous fairy tale? 
6. What traditional Christmas decoration is actually a parasitic plant? 
7. What was the first company that used Santa Claus in advertising? 

Ms. Priyamvada 

I entered the class with a slight hesitation, me a devout historian entering the Maths section during a free 

period. "Doing Maths and History --is like having a plate of Hyderabadi  biryani with pasta ,they belong to 

different worlds,ma'am", a former student had said once when we were discussing the multitudinous 

possibilities of interdisciplinary studies. As I entered the class, I could spot the usual groups trying to focus in 

their books, or perhaps trying to look into their books yet looking away!Phew!An hour of awkward 

nothingness seemed imminent, these kids won't be doing much "studies" for sure, and I will not be able to 

focus on what I intended to read for my next class. Anyways, I had to prepare for the next class, so I sat with 

the book and started making a gist of the land revenue system under the British in colonial India, perhaps one 

of the most detested topics in the history of India. Permanent Settlement, Zamindari, Mahalwari…..I was 

skimming through them, trying to focus while the pretended 'group studies' of my substitution class was 

FUN CORNER 
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quickly getting replaced by an irritating buzz…the students were 'discussing', of course. I looked up and glared 

at them:"Can you be slightly softer"…ok, volume reduced..!Back to Permanent Settlement and the Zamindar 

of Burdwan…..and again the buzz resumed. A bit more loudly this time!!"So you all won't listen….?Keep quiet, 

else I will start teaching history."(What could be a greater threat to a group of aspiring engineers, burdened 

with calculus, thermodynamics and molecular orbital theory?).And even before I could silently pat my back 

for this ultimate threat, putting all this noise to rest….comes an uproar…"Yes Ma'am,please do!!".These 

students were actually asking for a lesson in history! The ever hungry to teach historian in me could not have 

been happier!!Hail interdisciplinarity!! They requested me to talk about the Second World War, and so we 

started off-the Axis,the Allies, Pearl Harbour, the bombing of Japan, the Indian Connect, Bose, INA, Hitler,Cold 

war and all related trivia. The class became alive, focussed and, as always, enriching for me as a teacher. 

These students were suddenly so full of energy  and rejuvenated--defending my googlies, and throwing 

pacers at me. For them it was a break from their routine, for me it was yet another learning .My students had 

yet again taught me a lesson, a very important one at that: never ever presuppose. The Maths students of 

Grade Eleven had  yet again underlined it for me….history is what binds us all together….under all 

circumstances, almost always!!  

 

Class: IX-XII                                                                                      Date: 22.10.19 to 26.10.19 
 
Day 1 (22.10.19 & 23.10.19) 
Reported byVani Agarwal and TS Ananya 
 
On October 22, the students of classes 9-12 of Delhi Public School, departed for the much-awaited excursion 
to Singapore.With much excitement and a little bit of fear, the students and teachers boarded the flight, after 
completing the prerequisite formalities of immigration, baggage deposit, security check and boarding.  
After a 4-hour flight, the students stepped foot on the very celebrated airport of Singapore, the Changi 
Airport. There, after landing, students and teachers freshened up, collected their baggage and withloads of 
enthusiasm all set to create loads and loads of memories, departed for the city tour, starting off with breakfast 
at an Indian restaurant.  

From there, with the assistance of a tour guide, the 
students first visited Chinatown, a section of beautiful 
displays of Buddhist temples and street shops full of 
Chinese gag gifts. There the group visited a beautiful 
temple and paid their respects by lighting essences. 
From there the students and teachers visited the 
infamous Merlion, which is a gigantic statue of a half lion 
and half mermaid. At this iconic tourist spot, students 
took many pictures, capturing the beautiful statue 
amongst them. 
The city tour ended with a nice meal at Joe’s Kitchen and 
moved to the place of stay-Hotel Days Inn. After some 
freshening up and unpacking, the students moved for the 
wonderful Night Safari, where they indeed had a great 

EXCURSION TO SINGAPORE 

 



 

time. They saw large elephants, majestic Asiatic lions and a nerve-wracking python and a large variety of 
nocturnal animals. 
The last spot of the day was an Indian restaurant where the students had their dinner and retreated to their 
place of stay. Day 1 being an impressive look at the city, exhausted, students took to their beds looking 
forward for an even sensational day 2. 
Day 2  
Reported by SantoshiSubramaniam and Natasha Dey 
 
On October 24, the day started off with a visit to the famed Jurong Bird Park, featured a ‘birds’ eye view of 
Sentosa Island through a cable car and ended with a laser water show called ‘Wings of Time’. 

At nine ‘o’ clock, all the students embarked on their journey to visit Asia’s largest bird paradise that spans over 
20 acres: the picturesque Jurong Bird Park in 2 Jurong Hill. As soon as the students arrived, they were ushered 
to watch an exciting bird show called the ‘Highflyers Show’, featuring bird predators like the ferocious 
Himalayan Vulture. This show had the largest number of performing birds in a single act and was enjoyed by 
the students and teachers alike. 

 Next, they walked around all the bird enclosures like the Pelican Cove, Penguin Coast and Flamingo Lake to 
peer at the birds in their natural habitat. They also got a chance to visit the Breeding and Research Centre 
where about 150 species of endangered birds are hand reared each year. It was a great learning experience 
and a real eye opener on endangered birds. Finally, at about 11 ‘o’ clock, the students assembled to watch the 
fascinating ‘Kings of the Skies’ show. It was a thrilling experience where eagles, hawks and falcons soared 
above their heads and zipped past them while attempting to pass through hoops.Just before lunch, the 
students were taken on a tram ride around the park to 
marvel at the Waterfall Aviary and Lorry Loft which marked 
the end of their memorable trip to Jurong.  

The second half of the day was filled with spectacular 
sights and aesthetic aerial views of Sentosa Island and 
Siloso Beach. Three full buses of bustling students made 
their way to the cable cars that would take them to Siloso 
Beach and The Merlion Point. On the cable car, the 
students gushed over the glistening water bodies and 
plethora of plush greenery surrounding the island. It felt as 
though they were on top of the world and soaring across 
the skies like the furry friends they meet earlier. 

Once they disembarked from the Cable Car, they 
proceeded to gape at the huge Merlion Statue, after which they headed to the adrenaline pumping ‘Luge and 
Skyline’. The Luge and Skyline consisted of a tropical counterpart of a ski lift that took one up a mountain slope 
and then allowed them to zip down on a half-toboggan, half- go-kart on one of the four trails of their 
choice. The students were pumped up with renewed excitement at this gravity-controlled luge ride because of 
their relatively sedate day. They caught glimpses of the breathtaking beach and lush green forests beneath 
them. The students went on the Luge twice, even racing their friends on the second time.  

After the Luge, the students were left to explore Siloso Beach on their own. Some headed to the boardwalk 
while some others wadded their lower body into the water while still some others ate at the various local food 
joints overlooking the majestic view.  



 

The eventful day ended on a memorable note: with the famous ‘Wings of Time’ water show which featured 
laser lights and animatronics projected onto jets of water that shot from the shore. Considered to be one of 
the best lights and sound shows in the world, it was truly jaw dropping and enchanting and it seemed like the 
students were transported to a different time and place like the name suggested. 

The students returned to their hotel rooms by 11 pm after a hearty meal and although tired, they had the time 
of their lives while learning about the importance of preserving the environment.  

Day 3 

Reported bySwetaMusini and KashikaNagpal 
On the October 25, with huge grins on their faces, over a 100 dipsites had rushed out of their rooms to kick 

start what was to be one of the most adventurous days of their lives. The day had begun long before they 

reached their destination: The Universal Studios. This was because as soon as the students had received maps 

of the studios, hours were spent planning and deciding 

which ride to attend first, how to attend to the most 

number of rides in the given time and which shows 

were worth the watch. 

Upon reaching Universal Studios, the students were 

given entry tickets along with a 15-dollar meal coupon 

and it was then that it dawned upon the dipsites that 

their responsibilities had already begun. The group 

entered the Studios at around 10:30 am and were 

asked to report to the teachers at 6:30pm and these 8 

hours had taught them valuable lessons that no 

teacher, parent or textbook ever could. 

All students had a rough idea on how they wanted to 

begin their day, but with each ride occasionally closing for service and few roads being blocked due to flash 

mobs, they learnt how to adapt and make sudden changes to plans. Additionally, each ride had come along 

with a waiting time of 15- 50mins, which allowed the students to learn how to manage time while ensuring 

they didn’t miss out on any of the fun. The students were also allowed to eat lunch wherever they wished to 

and buy anything they desired from the souvenir shops which allowed them to manage and understand 

foreign currency in a better way. 

The highlight of the visit was the various spine-chilling rides which are famous across the world like the roller 

coasters, the mummy ride, the transformers ride and so on. The various shows offered to the visitors were 

also mesmerizing to watch and the viewers were guaranteed to have a great time watching them. This place 

also had several picturesque spots which added to the fun. 

After a scrumptious dinner, all the exhausted students had 

returned to their rooms with memories that they would 

cherish forever. One fact that no students would deny is 

that they all entered the Studios as a group of eager 

teenagers but exited as responsible young adults. 

Day 4  



 

Reported by Priyansha Mahajan and TaneeshaChaturvedi 

For the last day of the fun-filled excursion to Singapore, first, the students and teachers were taken to the 

Mustafa Centre, one of the biggest shopping destinations in the country. 

The students were provided with enough time to shop and have lunch, along with a meeting point at which 

they had to report to their teachers. On the way to the shopping center, they were briefed about the billing 

system and other details to keep in mind so that their shopping becomes more convenient. The students could 

be seen buying souvenirs and gifts for their parents, siblings and friends back in India. They also learnt to 

accommodate their purchases within their budget while keeping in mind the weight restrictions of the airlines. 

The students then headed to New Water plant to understand how Singapore produced reclaimed water from 

treated and used one. The students were taken through an elaborate showcase of the process of the 

treatment of this water. The process involved purification using advanced membrane technologies and ultra-

violet disinfection. The showcase involved explanation using games and enlarged structures of the 

technologies used in the machine. The students also learnt about the maintenance of the plant and machinery 

used and all their questions were patiently addressed and answered bythe guide. This educational visit to the 

plant ended with each student receiving a bottle of New Water which the students excitedly posed with in 

pictures taken outside the plant. 

It was then time to bid farewell to the country where innumerable memories were made in the previous 4 

days. The students reached the beautifully constructed Changi Airport at 5:30 pm and after the luggage was 

checked in, the students and teachers were able to see the mesmerizing ‘Jewel’ which is an indoor waterfall 

the airport itself.  

All the formalities related to immigration and security checking were completed without a hitch and what 

struck out was the efficiency of the airport management in doing these jobs. The teachers safely collected all 

the passports for ensuring that they aren’t misplaced. Again, with a reporting time and spot, the students 

were allowed to go to the duty-free shops if they wished to. Everyone boarded the flight at 10:30 pm as it set 

off to conclude the journey that would remain as a cherished remembrance in their hearts. 

Classes: X & XI                                                                                                     Date: 23.10.19 to 29.10.19 

The students of classes 10 and 11 of Delhi Public School, Hyderabad were taken to France, Belgium and The 

Netherlands from 23rd to 30th October 2019. 

Day 1: 23rd October 2019: (Paris, France) 

Most of the day was spent in travelling to the destination 

by plane through Etihad Airlines. The travel was smooth 

and the students thoroughly enjoyed it. After catching a 

breath at The Novotel St. Denis, Paris, the students visited 

the iconic Eiffel Tower and enjoyed a magnificent display 

of lights along with the splendor of the structure. 
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The students could not enjoy the panoramic view from the top due to some time constraints and headed off 

to dinner at a local Indian restaurant. 

Day 2: 24th October 2019: (Paris, France) 

The students, although tired after a very long day 1, were very excited for the 2nd day, its main agenda being 

the Paris City Tour. The city tour began with a visit to the monumental Arc de Triomphe, built by Napoleon 

Bonaparte to commemorate his victories. The students were given a detailed description about the 

significance of this Arc. The students then saw the Church 

of Mary Magdalene, a disciple of Jesus and various other 

monuments like the Notre Dame, the Sacre Coeur and had 

glimpses of the Place de la Concorde and the Champs-

Élysées. Lunch was at a Subway nearby. Post this, they 

paid a visit to the renowned Musée du Louvre or the 

Louvre Museum. The students observed many magnificent 

artworks, including the famed portrait of Mona Lisa by 

Leonardo Da Vinci. The visit to the museum proved to be 

very informative and 

enriching for the students and they wished to spend more 

time so that they could explore the labyrinth that The 

Louvre is further. The next and final stop was again at the Eiffel Tower. The students were extremely excited 

to enjoy the view from the top of the iconic tower and when they reached the top by the hydraulic elevator 

system, they were more than willing to battle the piercing cold to enjoy the view. Then they went to the Seine 

River Cruise where they spent a very calm hour and a half admiring the beauty of the city from the middle of 

the Seine river. Lastly, they proceeded fordinner at a local Indian restaurant. 

Day 3: 25th October 2019: (Paris, France) 

On their last day in the magnificent city of Paris, the students visited two very important and informative 

places- The Grand Gallery of Evolution and the Cite Science Institute. 

The Grand Gallery houses various specimens of creatures that once existed and those that still do on this 

planet. From a wide display of pearls to hard hitting illustrations of present day pollution, from marine life to 

life in the deserts, from animals to plants; the Gallery housed it all. This enriching experience was followed by 

lunch. The students then went to the planetarium at the 

Cite Institute where they got acquainted with the concept 

of the Dark Matter that forms an essential part of the 

Universe and could be a key to many mysteries that engulf 

mankind. 

Next on the agenda was shopping. The students spent two 

hours on the streets of Paris getting hold of their favourite 

condiments, accessories, apparels, souvenirs etc. Post this 

the students proceeded for dinner at another Indian 

restaurant. 

 



 

Day 4: 26th October, 2019 (Brussels) 

After a delightful breakfast consisting of croissants and baguettes, the students headed to the caves of Hans 

(Grottes de Hans). The journey to the caves was marked by beautiful pastures on either side of the winding 

roads with multitudinous windmills. Three and a half hours later, the students reached the Hans Caves and 

proceeded towards a scrumptious local meal. With a hearty laughter over the meal and many photos at 

picturesque spots, everybody moved on for the wildlife Safari. This was followed by a grand tour of the cavern 

where the students learnt about the formation of limestone caves. All the adornments were characteristic of 

Halloween as the occasion was around the corner. As the tour continued, the students drew an end to the day 

by having dinner at Annapurna, an Indian restaurant. After a tiresome journey, it was then time for the 

students to take some rest and gear up for the next day and checked in at Van der Valk Hotel.                                                                                                                                                                                

Day 5: 27th October, 2019 (Brussels) 

 The students started their day with a delicious breakfast at the hotel. Everybody jolly and with ruffled up 

spirits waited with abated breath to explore Mini Europe and the Atomium. Thereafter, all moved on for a 

guided city tour. In this city tour, the students covered famous spots like the European Union headquarters, 

Japanese tower, Chinese Pavilion, the Royal Palace, the Justice Palace, ManekenPis and the Town Square 

claimed to be the most beautiful one in the world which once housed Victor Hugo. The town square bedecked 

in thin leaves of gold was gleaming in the rays of sunlight. After exploring the city, lunch was at Pizza Hut. It 

was then time for the students to witness the process of making the much loved Belgian chocolates at 

PlaneteChocolat. All the students indulged in a variety of chocolates served to them. Later, everybody was on 

their own, roaming about the streets close to the Town Square, taking in the culture of Brussels. The students, 

engulfed in their frolics, bought a handful of souvenirs and chocolates. All of them proceeded for dinner to 

Royal Palace and then headed back to the hotel to get some rest. 

Day 6: 28th October 2019 (Amsterdam) 

The students woke up with great verve and vigor to enjoy 

the thrilling experience at Efteling Amusement Park. After 

breakfast at the hotel, they travelled to Efteling amusement 

park, Netherlands. At the entrance of the park each student 

was handed down a 14 Euros worth card which could be 

spent as per the individual’s choice. But this card also came 

with a disadvantage that it could be swiped only once. The 

amusement park was divided into five zones , the green 

zone- which consisted of subtle and pleasant rides , the 

yellow zone - the zone which was suitable for young adults 

and children, the blue zone- which had rides like rapid river, 

which became the favourite ride of the young and old alike, 

the purple zone  and the red zone- which was the most 

thrilling and adventurous zone of the park . The red zone included swinging ship, python- which was a looped 

roller coaster, mysterious water splash roller coaster, the double track wooden racer roller coaster and lastly 

Baron 1898- driver coaster which had a drop of 120 ft. The entire amusement park was bedizened with carved 

pumpkins, hanging dolls, skeletons, wizard caps, typical of Halloween. The students also enjoyed a variety of 

fast food ranging from fries, burgers, pizzas, wraps, waffles, ice cream, chips etc. They had a great time and 



 

wished to come back again. They then proceeded for dinner at an Indian restaurant and headed to NH 

Geldrop Hotel, Amsterdam. 

Day 7: 29th October, 2019 

The students started the morning with breakfast at the hotel and proceeded for guided city tour in 

Amsterdam. During this time, the students got to see the beautiful river Amstel, gigantic windmills, 

magnificent parks, canals, the Olympic stadium etc. They then went on a boat cruise where they got the 

opportunity to see beautiful facades, aesthetic buildings etc. After a relaxing boat ride the students moved on 

to have lunch at local Indian restaurant Rangoli. After lunch the students got an hour for shopping at a local 

market before heading on to Schiphol International Airport, Amsterdam. The students thoroughly enjoyed the 

trip and boarded the flight with heavy hearts filled with the wonderful times and memories that they spent 

with their friends and teachers. The students look forward to more such trips of this kind. 

 

Grade VIII          Date: 1st Oct – 5th Oct, 2019 

Traveling gives you exposure to the diverse cultures of the world and makes you more open to new things. 
This excursion was a memorable one and we all wish it had lasted longer. The excursions events unfurled 
within a period of 4 days. All the groups assembled at the airport and we bid our parents farewell. As soon as 
we got on the plane, we had excitement written all over our faces. The 2-hour plane ride was made eventful 
by the fact that we were sitting near our friends. We reached the Hotel Royal Orchid and were whisked into 
the dining hall for a quick lunch and right to our next stop of the day,Sanganer.Wewitnessed with awe the 
intricate processing involved behind the making of their paper and block printing.  

 
After that we went to ChowkiDhani. The attractions were endless and we 
saw a tight rope walker with pots on his head, women doing traditional 
Rajasthani dances and experienced our fortunes being told. A lucky few of 
us even got to do block printing and jute weaving. Dinner let us 
experience traditional Rajasthani cooking and their hospitality made us 
feel like royalities .After an exciting day we retired to our rooms for the 
much-needed rest. 
Next day, we went to the 

historic Amber Fort or Amer Palace where famous movies like 
Jodha Akbar were filmed. Every tile was unique and thinking 
about the past and their resources the monuments they built 

are 
extraordin
ary. Next, 
we went to 
City Palace 
and saw 
where the kings held their courts, their elaborate winding 
staircases and hidden rooms. After this we went to the 
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legendary Palace of Winds or HawaMahal where we had a brief photo session. Lastly to finish off the jam-
packed day we went on a shopping spree in Bapu Bazar. It was way more fun than going to a boring mall 
because we got to bargain. Each stall had different items ranging from jewelry to textiles. The third day started 
off on a rather intriguing note as we went to Albert Hall museum and saw a yellowed mummy. The museum 
also held the king’s possessions which included clothes, Hunting wear, Polo trophies etc. Then we went to 
JantarMantar where we were in a daze due to both the sun and the mesmerizing sundials which were used to 
measure time in the olden days with reference to the suns position. 
After a sumptuous lunch we started on our journey to Ranthambore.  We arrived at Hotel Regenta Resort 
VanyaMahal and it was a palace in its true meaning with traditional Rajasthani architecture. All of us gobbled 
down our delicious food and rushed to sleep in our lavish rooms but instead we all ended up sleeping in the 
suite and doing a spa day. Our wakeup call roused us from our dreams 
and we all got ready to go to the jungle Safari. It was an eye-opening 
experience with nature all around us and the bird’s sweet serenades in 
our ears. 

After that we returned to our hotel, had lunch and practised for the 
unplanned dance competition. The rest of the day went by in a daze 
with all of us waiting for the dance competition. After the fun-filled 
lunch and dance practice, our next stop wasRanthambore Fort where we 
climbed a monumental 600 steps the view was worth it. We also went to 
Rajiv Gandhi Museum where we observed makeshift habitats and 
watched a video about tigers. The dance competition was truly a spectacle to behold.The spirit of Rajasthan 
had finally percolated into our beings. 

These were the moments to cherish forever.  

 

Grade VII         Date: 29th September to 3rd October 

The excursion organized by Delhi Public School to Panchgani, Mahabaleswar and Lonavalagrade7  students 

was like Paradise brought to the doorstep. The journey started on 29th September from Hyderabad by 

Humsafar Express. Alighting in Pune the next morning, the students headed to Panchgani by bus. 

Day  1.  The resort at the place with its sprawling open lawns overlooking the hills provided an admirable stay 

for all. The students after consuming tasty meals explored the scenic views and enjoyed activities like boat 

riding , horse riding, games and camp fire. 

Day  2.   After the overnight rest the students got ready for trekking 

early morning. They visited the Tableland and the Strawberry fields.  

The students then were escorted to the Mapro factory outlet  where 

they  treated themselves with shopping in the 

market at their will. The next destination was 

Mahabaleshwarenroute to Lonavala where 

they enjoyed the open grasslands, breathtaking 

views and relished the popular grilled 

sandwiches seated in a park surrounded by greenery. The same evening students 

reached Lonavala. 

At Lonavla they were enchanted by the sprawling restaurant and accommodation. After 

EXCURSION GRADE VII 

 



 

freshning up the students played few fun games indoors. 

Day 3.  The group visited Aqua Imagica- an amusement park in Khopoli, Lonavala. The 

students had an amazing time sliding, splashing, jumping, racing and lazing around in the 

water rides. After return to Hotel they were entertained with a spectacular show of 

comedy talks, singing and dancing with dazzling lights organised by the tour operators. 

The students also projected their skills in singing and dancing. The highlight was the 

surprise Birthday Cake arranged for two students who celebrated their birthday that day 

with others.  

Day 4.  The last day was spent in visiting the Wax Museum enroute to Mumbai Airport. 

The Museum where the wax statues of prominent personalities from different professions and famous artists 

and leaders were displayed to perfection.  Students and teachers admired the wax statues and appreciated 

the artistic work.  

The bountiful energy of students during the whole trip was commendable. The travel with friends broadened 

their personality. It helped them to be self-reliant, responsible and work and play as a team. 

The tour leader and 

assistants of Sprouts Edu 

Tours were very 

supportive. They assisted 

us all through the trip. The 

itinerary planned for the 

day was conveyed in 

advance and helped the 

teachers to execute them comfortably. 

Grade VI                 Dates:29th Sep to 2nd Oct ‘19 

An excursion is not just meant for pleasure; it is a part of education too. It strengthens the knowledge of 
students and helps them to think beyond the classroom 
environment. In order to provide such a memorable and interesting 
experience a trip for 4 days and 3 nights stay was organized for the 
students of class 6 to Mysore and Coorg. It was a fun filled trip for 
the students away from the supervision of their parents. Children 
were very thrilled and reported at the airport on time. 
Day 1: The journey to Mysore with 75 students and 9 teachers 
started soon after we reached Bangalore airport. After having lunch, 

the children were taken to an amazing India’s Largest Open Birds 
Aviary ‘SukhaVana’, a home to exotic species of colourful birds 
ranging from parrots to Macaws. Children showed keen interest in 
reading the descriptions about the birds and were awestruck to see 
a grey parrot entertaining the visitors by greeting and repeating the 
sounds made be the children. Later in the evening children were 
taken for shopping. It was pleasure watching the girls bargain before 
buying the products.  

EXCURSION GRADE VI 

 



 

Day 2 began with a visit to the Sand Sculpture Museum and 
Mermaid aquatic Kingdom. The sand sculptures captivated 
everyone with its entrancing beauty.  Various interesting themes 
have been used at the museum ranging from Mysore heritage, 
wildlife, culture, religious epics, fairy tales and stories. Mermaid 
aquatic kingdom is a tunnel based aquatic kingdom which 
houses many species of fishes ranging from sharks to sting ray 
and displayed various plant specimen too.  After visiting these 
places of interest, the long 4 hours journey to Coorg commenced. Travelling the winding route up to Coorg put 
many students to sleep.  The view outside was beautiful and relaxing. Students even visited Omkareshwar 
temple and the Raja’s Seat which was a perfect place to relax and admire the breathtaking view of the 
surrounding areas. The bonfire at night brought in the spirit of togetherness and friendship among the 

students. The students enjoyed tapping their feet to their favourite 
songs. 
Day 3: Students were taken to Dubare Elephant Camp and Hanging 
Bridge. Students enjoyed the boat ride to reach the elephant camp.  
At the camp the students got to spend some memorable moments 
and a good opportunity to be close to these giant creatures. 
Students shopped spices, coffee and homemade chocolates which 
are specialities of Coorg. On the way back to Mysore, students 

visited the Tibetan Temple or even called the Golden Temple owing to golden paintings crafted on the 
monastery. The students were dumbstruck seeing the architecture and a huge statue of Buddha. On the way 
back to the hotel the students could witness the whole city illuminated with bright and colourful lights which 
was a real treat to the eyes. 
Day 4 started with a visit to the Chamudeshwari Temple on the Chamundi Hills, followed by a visit to the 
Mysore Palace. Students saw the Mysore Palace from outside and boarded the bus back to the airport. On the 
way they were given a treat of burgers, French fries, etc which they had to their hearts content. Both stay and 
food at Mysore and Coorg were excellent though the bus journey was very tiresome and long. The students 
were well behaved and cooperative throughout the trip.  It was an enjoyable and memorable trip. 

 

Grade V         Date:- 30th Sept to 4th Oct, 2019 

“Travel is like an endless university. You never stop learning.” 
The students of Grade V of the school were taken on an excursion to Vishakhapatnam – Araku on 30th 
September 2019. The fun began from the minute the kids boarded the 
train at Secunderabad railway station.  They were looking forward to 

being on their own and carried their luggage 
with pride.  The compartment was filled with 
their excitement and joy and rubbed off on 
fellow passengers as well. 
On reaching Vizag on the morning of 1st 
October 2019, the group headed straight to 
Hotel Keys Select to freshen up.  After having a 
good breakfast, we headed to the fish aquarium 
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and then to Visakha Museum which is an excellent source of information on our Maritime Heritage.  Students 
saw the history of various naval ships and the associated stories with them. Then we went back to the hotel 
for lunch. Post lunch, we visited the submarine museum which is a real decommissioned submarine put out on 
display for civilians.  The children were awed by the machinery and the sophisticated controls inside the huge 
submarine and got to know a little about the life of naval officers working on one. 
 
The last stop of the day was Kailashagiri Hills which offers a panoramic sea view of the East Coast.  The major 
attraction of the park is Lord Shiva Parvati statue. The idols stand tall at a height of 40 ft.  The day ended with 
an exciting ride on the toy train.  

 
Day 2 started with a visit to the Tribal museum which showcased some 
very beautiful handicrafts. The journey up to the main destination, 
Araku Valley, with its picturesque location was a treat in itself. After 
having lunch, we went to Araku Coffee Museum where the kids bought 
souvenirs for their parents. Then we proceeded to the wonderful Borra 
Caves which are deemed to be one of the largest in the country and are 
perched at an elevation of a 705 metres. The most striking feature of 
the caves is its exquisite and irregularly shaped stalactites and 
stalagmites. The sights were breathtaking and offered a wealth of 
information for the children. On returning to the hotel, after dinner, a 
musical night was arranged for the children where they danced to their 
heart’s content. 

 
On Day 3, in the morning, we proceeded to 
Rushikonda beach. The children played on the 
beach with their friends, were soaking wet and 
neither the sun nor the sand bothered them.  It 
was delightful to see them having a great time in 
the water. Then we returned to the hotel for 
breakfast. Later, we went to Ramanaidu studios. 
After having lunch at the hotel, we proceeded to 
the aircraft museum. This museum is set up in a 
retired aircraft of the Indian Navy. The children 
saw display of various equipment and parts of 
aircraft placed inside one exhibition hall. 
Equipment like propeller, engine, survival kit, anti-
submarine missile, data recorder etc are displayed 
with all the details. Later, we visited CMR Mall 
where the children enjoyed pizza and burger. Then we headed to the railway station for our return journey.  

 
The best part 
about the trip 
was that not only 
did the kids have 
a good time at 
the destination, 
but they also had 
great fun during 



 

the journey too.  The parents highly appreciated the regular and continuous updates and photos sent by the 
teachers.  They also expressed their happiness and satisfaction at the safe, educative and well-planned 
excursion organized by the school. The excursion to Vishakhapatnam - Araku was a memorable one. 

 

Class: VIII           Date: 21.11.19 

Students of Class VIII had the privilege of visiting the Artillery Centre, Hyderabad, on 21st November. Students 
got to see, how our Jawans train themselves to be battle ready. They were visibly excited. 

Soon after reaching the center at around 9 
in the morning, they were led to an 
auditorium and given an informative 
presentation about the Artillery Centre. 
This center is the second largest artillery 
center in India. 
Later they were divided into three groups 
and each group was directed to visit 
different areas of the center to avoid 
commotion. 
Then they were taken to a 200 meter 

shooting range. The students were amazed to see the soldiers practice shooting with 5.6 rifles. Each student 
got a chance to shoot in a simulator which was an exciting experience 
for them. 
They then went to see the conference room and dining area of the 
officers. 
Students next visited “Ranbir Hall”, the museum devoted to the 
gunners. Here the students got information about various wars such 
as First and Second World War, Indo-Pak war of  1965, 1971, Kargil 
war 1999 etc. 
The students got a chance to see and learn about the imported Air 
Rifles and pellets used by the Olympic shooters.  
enemy camps and shoot using artillery guns. The trainee soldiers gave 

a demonstration of how they set an artillery gun during a war within 1 minute. The students got a chance to 
check the weight of the shell used in these guns. 
Students got the opportunity to climb the ropes used by the 
soldiers and experience firsthand the hardship faced by the 
soldiers. 
The final destination was the big athlete ground where the 
students played and enjoyed a lot. The students had the 
refreshments that were arranged. 
We are thankful to Commandant, Artillery center Hyderabad and 
Colonel Gautam Kapoor for giving us such an opportunity and for 
organizing the whole trip so well. 

  

FIELD TRIP TO ARTILLERY CENTRE 

 



 

               

Name of the Tournament: Sports For All Basketball Tournament2019 

Category: Girls U/11  
Date: 17th to 21st October 2019 

Venue: Gachibowli Stadium, Hyderabad 

  Results:  Winners 

                The following are the participants 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 Name of the Tournament: Sports For All Basketball Tournament2019 

Category: Boys U/14  
Date: 17th to 21st October 2019 

Venue: Gachibowli Stadium, Hyderabad 
 Results:  Winners 

                 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

S.No Name of the student Class/Sec 

1 DAKSHITA SANWARIA 5 B 

2 RITHIKA REDDY KISARI 5 E 
3 ANANYA ANUMOTHU 5 G 
4 KAVYA RATH 5 G 
5 HASINI PAMMI 5 B 
6 SAISHA JAIN 6 F 
7 HANSINI UPPALAPATI 5 D 
8 RITHWIKA BANOTH 5 F 
9 HANNSUJA HARRSH 5 D 

S.No Name of the student Class/Sec 

1 KRITIN VENKATASAI MUTYAM 8 G 
2 PREM TEJAS ITIKIRALA 8 B 
3 JAYESH KANODIA 8 B 
4 TARUN TEJA UPPULURI 8 C 
5 RISHI RAJ BOYAPALLY 8 B 
6 KUSHAL REDDY BOMMA 8 E 
7 RUSHIL GORANTLA 8 C 
8 SAI DHRUV SHASHANK KOTHAPALLI 9 E 
9 ARYANTH THOGANTI 9 C 

10 MUKUND  A 7 G 

SPORTS & GAMES RESULTS AT VARIOUS LEVELS-2019-20 

 



 

Name of the Tournament: Sports For All Basketball Tournament2019 

Category: Girls U/14  
Date: 17th to 21st October 2019 

Venue: Gachibowli Stadium, Hyderabad 

 Results:  2ndRunner-up 

                The following are the participants 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Name of the Tournament:Nasr Boys School Football Tournament -2019 
Category: Under 14 

Date:23 October to 25th October  
Venue:Nasr Boys School, Gachibowli.   
 Results: Runner-up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

S.No Name of the student Class/Sec 

1 SAI NIKHITA THONTEPU 8 G 
2 ADITI PRATURI 8C 
3 S P RISHIKA KARPURAPU 8 H 
4 SRIJANI DAS 8 H 
5 ARUSHI LAKHERA 8 H 
6 DITTI VIJAY MAROO 8 F 
7 ANJALI VINAY KHANDPAL 8 G 
8 ADITHI KANTHI RANA TATA 8 F 
9 HANSIKA REDDY KONDAPALLY 8 H 

S.No Name of the student Class/Sec 

1 JOSHUA ABHIJEET BANDELA 8 D 

2 BOLLAMPALLY ARJUN REDDY 8 B 

3 KONUDULA AKHILESH REDDY 8 A 

4 MD HASNAIN FAROOQ AHMED 8 A 

5 KATAKAM  AKHIL 7 D 

6 VARSHIT  PALLEMPATI 8 A 

7 BHANDARI  SUYASH 8 B 

8 ABINAV SRINIVAS REDDY 7 G 

9 SANJITH VENKAT MANAVATHI 8 E 

10 KSHITIJ  MATHUR 8 C 



 

 

 

 

 

 

DIVYASH  JAIN of class VII E won a Bronze medal in the under-13  

age category in Sports for All Badminton Tournament 2019   

held at Gachibowli Stadium Hyderabad.  

 

SHRIYANSHI VALISHETTY of class VII A Secured Runner-up in Doubles  

events in “33rd National Sub Junior Badminton Championship 2019 held. by 

Bihar Badminton Association. 

 

SRI PRAHAS PABOLU  of class X B Secured 3rd Position in SGFI District level  

Chess Championship 2019 held at Johnson Grammar School, Boduppalon 

24th and 25th  September2019.He also played at state level SGFI chess  

Championship and the Team won 3rd Position at KhanderwalBhavan,  

Manchiryal on 2nd and 3rd November 2019 . 

GoliJahnavi of class xii b  secured 3RD position in  

65TH SGFI national level swimming championship 2019  

held at New Delhi  in the month of November 2019. 

 

T SRI PRANAV of class VIII D Stood Winner in Doubles and Runner-up in  
Single in AITA  Championship Series Tennis Tournament 2019  

at Vijay Tennis Academy  , from 11th Nov to 14 November 2019 

 
T SAI SRIYA of class VIII A won a Goldmedal 
in Shot Put in Hyderabad District level  

Athletic Meet 2019 and selected for  

State level Competition. 

 

 

11 MATETI ABHISHEK ARYAN 8 C 

12 DANTULURI KASHYAP SRI VARMA 8 A 

13 DHRUV  UPPALAPATI 8 E 

14 ITIHAAS KATTA 8 D 

15 ARNAV REDDIPALLI 8 C 

16 ARJUN CHAUDHARY 8 E 



 

 

 

 
Class: Pre PrimaryDate: 6.11.19 

“Celebrate each day; turn your life into a celebration.” 

The words “Fest and Fun” go hand in hand. To promote cultural 

heritage and tradition of the world, Pre- Primary Wing celebrated 

Fest and Fun -UTSAV. The theme offered enjoyment, thrill and 

much more information about different festivals and cultures of 

the world. This helped the children understand the importance of 

bonding together, sharing joys, and celebrating festivals and to 

celebrate life. 

The day commenced with a prayer and a welcome speech by the 

Pre -Primary Coordinator, MsLaxmiSamal. The event started with invoking the blessings of God by chanting 

GaneshaStrotam. The parents were thrilled to listen to the Japanese song titled ‘Fantasy world’. This was 

followed by a Hindi Poem Enactment on Festivals. The 

dance performances consisted of traditional folk dances 

and western dances creating a festive fervour. The 

festivities continued till the conclusion of the mass drill, 

thoroughly enjoyed by all. 

The students had a fun time and were really excited to 

participate in Novelty races. The fun races were organised 

for the parents as well. All the winners were given a sapling 

each as a token of appreciation by the Principal. 

A couple of parents came forward to share their views and experiences. They seemed quite mesmerised by 

the whole experience and appreciated the efforts put in by the teachers as well as the school management. 

In sync with the theme, various interesting activities were also organised as a weeklong celebration. The 

children had lots of fun while making beautiful and colourfulrangolis along with their class teachers. They also 

coloured and decorated diyas using their creativity and were quite excited to present their work to the 

teachers. The children proudly took diyas as a memorable takeaway. 

Class: I and II                                                                                                                                   Date: 14.11.19 

The special day started with remembering our former Prime Minister 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru, whose birth anniversary is commemorated 

on this day. A series of fun-filled activities were planned for the 

students which made their levels of joy shoot up to the sky. 

The children, were dressed in colorful attires and were greeted by their class 

teachers. The fun began with an energized, power packed and a fun filled 

session of organized games which were planned by the sports department for 

FEST n FUN - Utsav 

 

CHILDREN’S DAY 

 



 
the students. The games included hurdle jumps, funny and interesting relay races, penalty shoot-out, hurdle path, hitting 

the wickets etc. All the children actively participated in the games and enjoyed the event. 

The students then headed back to their classrooms and enjoyed a wonderful class party which had a spread of 

yummy, delicious and healthy snacks for them. The students and the class teachers bonded really well during 

this time and made some wonderful memories of the day during this casual interaction. The atmosphere was full 

of excitement and festivity as the children shared their food and 

laughter with their friends and their teacher. 

The “Best Children’s Day” was not yet over. As the day passed, the 

excitement levels surged a notch higher when the children were 

invited to a session of Ventriloquism, 

presented by Mr. Santosh, an International 

Ventriloquist. The session had the 

students in splits with all the funny 

interactions Mr. Santosh had with his 

puppet friends and the students. It was 

a truly engaging and fun-filled session 

for the students. 

Class Teachers had also planned some 

fun activities and games for their 

respective classes adding a significant 

flair to their fun-filled children’s day celebrations. Adding to the fun and memories of 

the day, students also watched an animated movie in their respective classrooms 

The day proved to be an absolute joyous one with all the students beaming with energy and smiles with the 

wonderful experience they had at the school, on this very special day. 

Finally, the time had come to disperse, and the children were treated with sweetmeats before leaving for home. The day 

marking childhood was celebrated with immense joy and the teachers couldn’t help letting the child in them come out and 

join the fun! 

Class: III                                                            

Children are budding stars, the more you embrace them the more they will 

shine. 

Celebrations began with a hilarious show by Ventriloquist, Mr. Santhosh. 
Ventriloquism is the art of talking with the tongue and not moving the 
mouth or face. Children were amazed while watching the show. Not only 
were the children able to participate in the program, but special sound 
effects and surprises were provided to add to the excitement. 
  A Children’s movie was shown. These films keep children's attention and are particularly appropriate for 
young children since they have diverse messages and original visual universes and all of them enjoyed it a lot. 

Sweets were distributed to children. 
Games department conducted some interesting 
games for the little ones at the ground. Each class 
celebrated the event with extreme gusto indulging in 
class parties. Children also presented songs and 
dances in their respective classrooms. It was a fun-
filled day for children, celebrating childhood on this 
special occasion. 



 

 

Class: V-VII                                                                                       

 “Children are the hands by which we take hold of the heaven” 

- Henry Ward Beecher 

 

The students of grades five, six and seven witnessed a bright, vibrant and cheerful morning unleashing the day, 

which was specially celebrated to make them feel special.  

Students of grade VII G and VII H had organized a special assembly to mark Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru’s 

birthday on 14th November, 2019. The presentation included a variety of events including a skit, a mock panel 

discussion, and a musical show by the band of grade seven, cultural presentation by the teachers, oath taking 

and many more.  

The skit was a small adaptation from the story “Selfish Giant” where the act depicts the giant realizing that the 

children are the reason of joy and beauty in the world. The panel of experts invited in a talk show expressed 

their views on different aspects like health, habits and responsibilities of children; the value of growing up to 

become compassionate guardians of the old parents etc.   

A novel and interesting addition to the program was the pledge (for both teachers as well as parents and 

students) to spend gadget free hours. The pledge administered by the Headmistress under the title ‘Disconnect 2 

Reconnect’ received appreciation and overwhelming involvement by the students and the teachers as well.  

However, the highlight of the show was the entertainment provided by the teachers with their choir and 

choreography.  

The assembly concluded with the Principal’s message to make diligent endeavor to stay away from gadgets in 

order to stay close to our near and dear. 

The entire affair was well presented and organized efficiently.  

 

 

Class: Pre-Primary                                                                            Date: 2.11.19 

Aerobics :10.30 -11.10 a.m. 

Music:11.10- 11.50 a.m. 

Health is wealth and rightly so. Often in our daily routine, we get so embroiled with the mundane tasks that we 

seldom pay any attention to what our body needs, be it physical or mental. Personal health always needs to come 

first. It's the key to healthy living and a long life. To promote this DPS Hyderabad has initiated Wellness club for the 

teachers wherein many activities are planned that promote health and well-being of the teachers. 

The first session was planned for the teachers of Pre-Primary. Fitness activities such as Aerobics and Music sessions were 

planned where the teachers enjoyed doing some aerobics exercises and sang to the tunes of many popular numbers.The 

aerobics session was conducted by the dance teacher Ms Monica and the music session by the music teachers 

MsLalithaBhaskar and Mr. Kevin. 

The teachers enjoyed the session that helped them to smile ,laugh, sing and dance with their colleagues. They are looking 

forward to have such sessions in the future as well. 

 

Class: I & II                                                                                                           Date: 16.11.19    

Teachers are the unsung heroes of the educational system and tend to be sometimes overworked. They dedicate 

their entire life and time to enrich and to show the right way to the students. Studies have shown that teachers 

face a high turnover rate in schools due to burnout. Stress at work and in their daily lives may impact their 

ability to be responsive and effective in the classroom.  Even though teachers face time crunches, there are 

STAFF WELLNESS CLUB 

 



 

simple practices that can be implemented to stimulate energy, reduce stress, and set a good example for 

students. 

Keeping all these in mind, a very interesting session aimed towards the teachers’ wellness was organized for 

Grade 1 and 2 teachers, which was organised by the Dance and Music department of the Primary wing.   

The session started with a few warm up exercises for the teachers to loosen up and flex their muscles. The 

teachers then swayed toZumba steps with scintillating joy and enthusiasm which was followed by vibing with 

the beats of some of the popular songs, following the footsteps of the Dance Instructor, Ms Monica. The 

dancing vibes then transitioned into musical melody when the teachers sang and hummed in chorus with the 

Music Instructors, MsSrilatha and Ms. LalithaBhaskar. The singing spirit amongst the teachers was well 

supported by Mr. Kevin, who strummed the guitar strings cordially, adding to the positive energy. 

        The session had the teachers grooving to the dance steps and humming to the melodious music in childlike 

and jovial spirits and it proved to be a very good stress buster for them. The teachers conveyed their heartfelt 

gratitude for organising such a rejuvenating session for them. 

CLASS: III & IV                                                                                            DATE: 09.11.2019 

A teacher's wellness gets reflected on the students' wellness. Teachers are likely to be the first role models any student 

would have. Students tend to walk on their role model’s footsteps and imitate them. Teachers, who establish a healthy 

work/life balance, have more energy and serve as healthy lifestyle role models for their students. Healthy children are fast 

learners. 

 Healthy employees are a crucial component of a happy and progressive school. A healthy and stress free workplace 

makes for satisfied and high performing employees. Such school employees are more likely to be happy in their position 

of work and are more productive. 

   A wellness program was conducted in our campus from 11 AM-11:30 AM to foster joy and well-being of the staff. 

Teachers of grade 3 & 4 were the participants. The session started with some warm up exercises accompanied by music. 

The participants were energized through few zumba and folk steps demonstrated by dance department. Everyone showed 

their active participation and cooperation in this healthy activity. 

       Nurturing a culture of wellness among teachers at school ensures that they give their best at all times. 

 

 

 

Class: IV - VI                                                                                                                    Date: 13.11.19 

Children enthusiastically participated in the -“JAPAN ON CANVAS 2019- 20 THE NATIONAL LEVEL PAINTING 

COMPETITION”, organized by Experience Japan in the month of September. They took part in various categories and 

brought laurels to the school.  

Results of Category 1: 

   Name of the child    Class/ Section Position 

KojagoriDey IV B Winner 

AdvikaVarma IV C Winner 

Rohith Biswas V B Winner 

SatyakiGhoush VI F Winner 

Shreya PradiptaMaharana IV H Out Standing Performance 

 

 

 

INTERSCHOOL AND INTERHOUSE COMPETITIONS 

 



 

POEM ENACTMENT 
Class: Nursery                                                                                                            Date: 31.10.19 

“Poetry is the rhythmical creation of beauty in words”. 

A poem is an expression of creativity, ideas and feelings, accentuated with the use of distinctive style. Poem enactment is 

very essential for children as they learn how to interpret the meaning of the poem and creatively convey the delicate 

content and the various emotions involved with it. This also helps to develop memorization skills and improvise on 

vocabulary. 

Keeping this in mind an Inter house competition was organized on for the tiny tots of Nursery. The topic for the contest 

was “My Mother”. To reiterate this, the children from each house of every section, enacted and put across the poem 

graciously with their expressions and presentation. It was impressive to watch them showcase their ideas with confidence 

and enthusiasm. 

The judges were MrsLaxmiSamal, the Pre-Primary Coordinator, and MsRithika.  The winners of contest were judged 

based upon various parameters like, clarity of voice, pronunciation,  expression and overall presentation,. The youngest 

dipsites transposed the judges and teachers to another world with their mesmerizing performance. 

 

Winners 

NURSERY: A 

S.No House Position 

1 TOPAZ I 

2 EMERALD II 

  

 

NURSERY : B 

S.No House Position 

1 RUBY 
I 

2 SAPPHIRE II 

 

 

NURSERY: C 

S.No House Position 

1 RUBY I 

2 TOPAZ II 

 

 

NURSERY: D 

S.No House Position 

1 EMERALD I 

2 RUBY II 

 



 
 

NURSERY: E 

S.No House Position 

1 SAPPHIRE I 

2 RUBY II 

  

 

  

NURSERY: F 

S.No House Position 

1 SAPPHIRE I 

2 RUBY II 

  

    

 

DIYA MAGIC 
Class: Prep                                                                                                               Date: 25.10.19 

Diwali, the festival of lights is round the corner and one thing that 
invariably comes to the mind is DIYA. And what could be better than 
having beautifully decorated diyas to add to the festive atmosphere.  
The ‘Diya Decoration’ contest was held in order to help the students to 
use their simulative energies and infuse it into the jubilant spirit of 
Diwali. Students had brought a variety of colourful and sparkling 
materials to decorate their diyas. The classroom was filled with 
passionate, chirpy and zealous faces. Each student seemed to have a 

exceptional way of beautifying the clay diyas. Once their task was done, 
one could see the  sense of accomplishment in their eyes. They were 
constantly appreciating and admiring each other’s work and willingly 
shared ideas which was indeed praiseworthy. At the end, classrooms were 
filled with shimmering and glittering diyas. Students were judged based on 
creativity, innovation and neatness. The judges were taken aback by such 
commendable performance. The judges for the competition were worthy 
and just students of class XI- Pruthvi K B, 11 A and Purvi, 11 D 

Winners 
PREP : A 

S.No Name House Position 

1 AARADHYA AGRAWAL TOPAZ I 

2 KARAN VENKAT. T RUBY II 

3 LAKSHMI SAMVIDA EMERALD III 

4 DHRITI PRAHALIKA. G RUBY CONSOLATION 



 

 
PREP: B 

S.No Name House Position 

1 AADHYA SAGIRAJU RUBY I 

2 HARINI MULUKUTLA RUBY II 

3 SANAY KHATUA EMERALD III 

4 RACHITA BADE EMERALD CONSOLATION 

PREP: C 

S.No Name House Position 

1 
C.ANJANI PRAMOD 
REDDY 

SAPPHIRE I 

2 AMAIRA MEHTA RUBY II 

3 LAKSHYA BAGGU EMERALD III 

4 MD.ZAYAAN AHAD TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 
PREP : D 

S.No Name House Position 

1 ABIGAIL ALLEPPA EMERALD I 

2 K. VIHAAS TOPAZ II 

3 ANIKA JINNU EMERALD III 

4 NIDHI ANANYA. S EMERALD CONSOLATION 

PREP : E 

S.No Name House Position 

1 LASYA REDDY. R SAPPHIRE I 

2 AADHYA REDDY. M EMERALD II 

3 SHANVI SATTURU SAPPHIRE III 

4 ARUSHI PANDA TOPAZ CONSOLATION 

 
PREP:F 
 

S.No Name House Position 

1 AADYARUPESH MEHTA TOPAZ I 

2 MIHIKA NAIR EMERALD II 



 

3 VINONA NAGRATH RUBY III 

4 ANUSHKA MISHRA EMERALD CONSOLATION 

 
PREP: G 

S.No Name House Position 

1 S. ADITRI REDDY. B TOPAZ I 

2 SAANVIKA GRANDHI TOPAZ II 

3 B. YASHWITHA RAJ TOPAZ III 

4 PARNIKA PENMETSA RUBY CONSOLATION 

 

 

R-TUNES 

Class: Pre-Primary                                                                                                    Date: 
20.11.19                                                                   

‘Music is to soul what words are to the mind.’ 
It is said that music is the melodious route to the heart and soul. Music can 
sometimes convey strong feelings that mere words fail to convey. Music 
plays a vital role in child development as it enhances their stimulation and 
also boosts confidence. 
Keeping this in mind, an interhouse music competition was held for the pre-
primary students. All the students from each section took part in the 
contest. Sufficient practice was given in order to strengthen their 
confidence. Healthy competitive spirit prevailed amongst all of them participants throughout the competition. 
The students put up a marvellous show that left the judges and audience spell bound. Each class made their 
appearance section wise on the stage. The students of Nursery performed the song“God loves everyone” 
while the students of Prep performed the song “Que Sera Sera”.  The audience was simply awestruck by the 
string of 13 performances rendered by the cherubic young singers. Nursery teams were given the names of 

different flowers whereas the Prep team was represented by the names of 
different birds. The judges had a tough time deciding the winners as the 
young guns put up a good fight. 
The judges for the competition were MS.Srilatha, HOD Music and 
MsLaxmiSamal,  Coordinator Pre-Primary. They were adjudged on 
parameters of accuracy, voice, articulation, synchronization and 
presentation. 
The judges were mesmerized by their synchronization and outstanding 
rendition. 

It was delightful to witness them enjoy the healthy competition whilst learning the skill of teamwork and 
coordination. 
WINNERS: 

Nursery:      First Position - Nursery B              
                     Second Position -Nursery E        Third Position- Nursery F 



 

Prep:     1ST POSITION  - Prep-E      2nd POSITION -  Prep B, F           3rd Position -  Prep C 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Inter-class Contest Report 

Class Prep 

 

Twisted Tales 
Date:29th November,2019 

 All of us have been fascinated by the stories we heard in our childhood. Story telling is one of the oldest arts.It 

stimulates imagination andbuilds a sense of community between tellers and listeners. When pre-primary 

students enact stories themselves, they are greatly benefited by it. It improves their language skills, boosts 

memory, develops creative thinking and enhances cultural understanding. The students tend to get deeply 

involved in their character and whole experience is quite exciting for them. The students of Prep participated 

in the inter-class ‘Twisted Tales Contest’ with great enthusiasm and gave some really commendable 

performances. The element of surprise introduced by the twist in each tale added zing to the contest. 

The judges for the competition were:MsCharu 

Ms Laxmi Samal 

The students were judged on the criteria: Presentation, Expression, Language Clarity and Content. 

The audience was quite engrossed while watching each performance and waited eagerly to find out the twist 

in the tale. The efforts by the students were greatly appreciated by the judges who also found it difficult to 

decide the winners. 

The winners of the contest are 

S.No Class & Section Position 

1.  Prep B I 

2.  Prep F II 

3.  Prep A III 

 

 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SHOW AND TELL CONTEST 
CLASS: I                                                                                                           DATE: 29.10.2019 

The theme for the contest was, “Safety” which was very thoughtful and important for the children. The students 

across the different sections enthusiastically took part in the contest. 

The contest was divided into two rounds. The first round was held on 22nd Oct 

2019 where all the students presented their parts and the second round was held on 

29th Oct 2019 where those students participated who were shortlisted from the first 

round. The judges for the final round were Mrs. SavithaBurra and Mrs. Boul. 

The Show and Tell contest made all the students to stand 

confidently in front of the audience and present their views 

about the topic. All the students were extremely excited 

about their presentations. The students brought up different                                                       

ways to showcase the theme along with supporting props. 

The students talked about safety at home, school, roads, 

neighbouring places etc. They described problematic situations 

very well and also expressed their ways to get rid of them.It 

was an enriching experience for both the children as well as the 

teachers as we learnt about different ways in order to ensure 

our own safety under various circumstances. 

 

The results are as follows:  

S.N

O 
STUDENT NAME HOUSE 

CLASS/ 

SEC 
POSITION 

1 SARAYU CHERUKU EMERALD 

I A 

I 

2 AIDEN MATHEW GIJO RUBY II 

3 
SISTLA V S R ISHAAN 

KARTHIKEYA 
SAPPHIRE III 

4 VANI IYER SAPPHIRE CON 

     

5 FAWAAZ MASOOD EMERALD I B I 



 

6 PIYUSHI MAHENDRAKAR TOPAZ II 

7 SUHRIT BYRA RUBY III 

8 AMEYA SHREE SAPPHIRE CON 

     

9 SIMRAT KWATRA SAPPHIRE 

I C 

I 

10 PURVI BOYINAPALLI SAPPHIRE II 

11 TUDI SAANVI REDDY RUBY III 

12 HESHVITA NALLABALLE RUBY CON 

     

13 JUI DHAVAL GANDHI SAPPHIRE 

I D 

I 

14 SRI HANVITHA MEDISETTY TOPAZ II 

15 VIVEK SRIRANGAM RUBY III 

16 HARIKRITI KAKANI SAPPHIRE CON 

     

17 
KANISHK ARYAN REDDY 

SYAMALA 
RUBY 

I E 

I 

18 AISHI AHMED EMERALD II 

19 ARJUN NIMMAGADDA TOPAZ III 

20 SHRUSTI AVINASH SAPPHIRE CON 

     

21 
MOHAMMED KHALEEL UR 

RAHMAN 
RUBY 

I F 

I 

22 ARJUN SHARMA SAPPHIRE II 

23 ABHINAYA TIRUMALA EMERALD III 

24 YASHASWINI D CHATTERJEE RUBY CON 

     

25 JAANYA KULSHRESTHA SAPPHIRE 

I G 

I 

26 PATNAIKUNI KUSHAL SAPPHIRE II 

27 AADVIKA SARANGI TOPAZ III 

28 VAANYA BAJORIA RUBY CON 

     

29 PEHEL SHAH RUBY I H I 



 

30 CHILUKURI RUHIKA REDDY EMERALD II 

31 NIVEDITA AICH SAPPHIRE III 

32 AARNIK SHAH RUBY CON 

     

33 AADYA PANT TELIDEVARA TOPAZ 

 

I I 

 

I 

34 SREERAMA ROHAN TEJA RUBY II 

35 BHUVAN TRIPATHI TOPAZ III 

36 ISHAAN SARKAR EMERALD CON 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BOOKMARK DESIGNING 

CLASS: I   DATE: 19.11.19 

 

“In the highest civilization the book is still the highest delight.” 

-Ralph Waldo Emerson 

National Book Week is an important initiative in encouraging the nation to value 

reading as a fun and pleasurable activity and to showcase how reading can easily 

be incorporated into one's daily lifestyle. 

The little readers using their creative minds made 

different variety and shapes of bookmarks and 

showed the interest in using those bookmarks 

when reading the books, which helped bring the 

essence of this awareness alive. They used slogans on reading and cut outs 

related to books to design various colourful and amazing bookmarks. 

The creative minds were at their best and each and every bookmark created 

by these young readers with sincere effort was beautiful. The contest proved 

to be an engaging experience for students and helped spread awareness about 

reading books among these little ones.  



 

S.NO STUDENT NAME HOUSE 
CLASS/ 

SEC 
POSITION 

1 
HAMDAN SHAMS SIDDIQUI 

 
TOPAZ 

I A 

I 

2 SARAYU CHERUKU EMERALD II 

3 SAHITRA CHOWDARY VELAGA EMERALD III 

4 AIDEN MATHEW GIJO RUBY CON 

     

5 PENUMADU AKSHARA RUBY 

I B 

I 

6 GARAPATI KUNDAN SAI EMERALD II 

7 SHIVANG SINGH EMERALD III 

8 KRUTHI SHARANYA KOLKUNDA RUBY CON 

     

9 PURVI BOYINAPALLI SAPPHIRE 

I C 

I 

10 MADIRAJU LAKSHMI ANSHITHA TOPAZ II 

11 ASHRITH REDDY RACHALA TOPAZ III 

12 SAUMYA PANDEY EMERALD CON 

     

13 JUI DHAVAL GANDHI SAPPHIRE 

I D 

I 

14 SYED FAIZAN TOPAZ II 

15 KANDUR AKSHAINI TOPAZ III 

16 PATHIKONDA KRITISH TOPAZ CON 

     

17 NIVARTHI KRISHNA KOUSTUBH SAPPHIRE 

I E 

I 

18 ADVAIT DESHPANDE SAPPHIRE II 

19 ARPIT NAHATA SAPPHIRE III 

20 Y SAI AKSHARA RUBY CON 

     

21 SHARVI SHARMA SAPPHIRE 

I F 

I 

22 ARJUN SHARMA SAPPHIRE II 

23 SHANAYA MARIA SAMSON SAPPHIRE III 



 

24 AGASTYA KAPADIA RUBY CON 

     

25 P PAVAN ADETHYA REDDY EMERALD 

I G 

I 

26 PATNAIKUNI KUSHAL SAPPHIRE II 

27 JAANYA KULSHRESTHA SAPPHIRE III 

28 SAMRAT KARN EMERALD CON 

     

29 PEHEL SHAH RUBY 

I H 

I 

30 ANJALI RAVINDRA SAPPHIRE II 

31 VARNIKA SETH TOPAZ III 

32 MIHIKA PALAPARTHI TOPAZ CON 

     

33 AMOLIKA DANG EMERALD 

 

I I 

 

I 

34 BHUVAN TRIPATHI TOPAZ II 

35 NARA VIHAAN EMERALD III 

36 AADYA PANT TELIDEVARA TOPAZ CON 

 

DRAWING AND COLOURING CONTEST 

CLASS: II                                                                                               DATE: 29.10.2019 

It is imperative for the children to learn the basics about personal safety and 

what to do in an emergency situation. Keeping aside the academic learning 

through the classroom sessions, an Inter House Drawing and Colouring 

Competition was organized on the theme – ‘Safety’.   

Pencils started to move swiftly on the colourful and white papers that 

children had brought as they all began to draw. Soon after the drawing, 

they also began to colour or paint their pictures and mentioned the safety 

rules in the form of innovative slogans.  

 

All the students actively participated and 

showcased their hidden talents by penning 

down beautiful and colourful drawings with 

a sense of safety rules that should be 

followed at home and at school. They were 

provided with an hour’s time to work on  



 

their innovative presentations. The main idea behind organising this contest was to nurture the artistic qualities 

of the students and understand the importance of safety, which in-turn would help in the overall personality 

development of the students. 

 
The results are as follows: 

S.NO STUDENT NAME HOUSE 
CLASS/ 

SEC 
POSITION 

1 VEGESNA SRI NIKITHA RUBY 

II A 

 

I 

2 AISHANI DUBEY TOPAZ II 

3 RIDDHIMA MISRA TOPAZ III 

4 
ARJUN RAMASWAROOP 

SOMANI 
EMERALD CON 

     

5 MUNAGALA SREENITHI TOPAZ 

II B 

I 

6 PRISHA JAIN TOPAZ II 

7 NAVYA KISHORE TOPAZ III 

8 GOPI SUHRUT MASKI EMERALD CON 

     

9 DIVYA KEERTHI KURRA RUBY 

II C 

I 

10 SHAURYA GUPTA EMERALD II 

11 POOJA POONAM KARNI SAPPHIRE III 

12 
VED VENKAT AVANEESH 

BAPANAPALLY 
TOPAZ CON 

     

13 TRINABH DUVVURI SAPPHIRE 

II D 

I 

14 SHRIYANSH THANNEERU TOPAZ II 

15 NIRVAN BAJORIA TOPAZ III 

16 V N NIHAL SAPPHIRE CON 

     

17 HETANSH REDDY GODDALA TOPAZ 

II E 

I 

18 PURAV MUDE TOPAZ II 

19 SHRITAN GOTIMUKULA TOPAZ III 

20 MUKTA NIRANJAN KULKARNI SAPPHIRE CON 

     



 

21 HARSHVARDHAN JOSHI EMERALD 

II F 

I 

22 TRISHA MEDIKONDA RUBY II 

23 AUM SINHA RUBY III 

24 TASHA BEHERA EMERALD CON 

     

25 ESHANKA DUGGAL EMERALD 

II G 

I 

26 N MANSI PRASANNA RUBY II 

27 SIDDHARTH SHRIYAN GEDELA SAPPHIRE III 

28 JASKARAN SINGH RUBY CON 

     

29 ABHIGYA PRIYADARSHINI EMERALD 

II H 

I 

30 ANVITA ANAND PANDE EMERALD II 

31 TANISHKA DAMERA RUBY III 

32 N SAHARSH REDDY TOPAZ CON 

 

RECIPE CARD MAKING  

CLASS: IIDATE: 19.11.2019 

 

 “In the highest civilization the book is still the highest delight.” 

         -Ralph Waldo Emerson 

 

Food has been one of the fastest and most powerful form of medicines. It is thebuilding block of the cells in our 

body and is responsible for the proper functioning of our body. Our little dip sites of DPS, Hyderabad, were 

enthralled with an idea of a fireless cooking.  

Helping the children to learn some basic math concepts and also build language skills 

and vocabulary. Yummy recipes with perfect list of ingredients and clear instructions 

were penned on the cards by the children. By this, they learnt to follow the instructions 

while writing down the procedure or method of making their favourite dish.  

 

Little hands and creative minds came together to showcase their creativity by using colourful papers, colour 

pens, different food pictures etc. With this experience of creating 

their recipe card also helped in building their self-confidence. The 

students thoroughly enjoyed doing it and the innovative ideas were 

adjudged treating the whole school to be beautiful display of 

children’s unveiling talent, enthusiasm and artistry.  



 

 

 

S.NO STUDENT NAME HOUSE 
CLASS/ 

SEC 
POSITION 

1 AADYA SINGH SAPPHIRE 

II A 

 

I 

2 
ARJUN RAMASWAROOP 

SOMANI 
EMERALD II 

3 GALI CHARVI SAPPHIRE III 

4 VASISHT WATTAMWAR SAPPHIRE CON 

     

5 MUNAGALA SREENITHI TOPAZ 

II B 

I 

6 VARUNIKA SANGHISETTI SAPPHIRE II 

7 ANANYA KOLANU TOPAZ III 

8 AKSHITA SHARMA EMERALD CON 

     

9 SHAURYA GUPTA EMERALD 

II C 

I 

10 INAYA QURESHI EMERALD II 

11 KHUSHI MANIHAR SAPPHIRE III 

12 PRANJAL MAHATO SAPPHIRE CON 

     

13 SHRIYANSH THANNEERU TOPAZ 

II D 

I 

14 NIRVAN BAJORIA TOPAZ II 

15 ANANYA JINDAL EMERALD III 

16 TRINABH DUVVURI SAPPHIRE CON 

     

17 HETANSH REDDY GODDALA TOPAZ 

II E 

I 

18 PURAV MUDE TOPAZ II 

19 MOKSHA VEMPATI EMERALD III 

20 JOSHNIKA ULSALA TOPAZ CON 

     

21 SAHASRA CHANDU SAPPHIRE II F I 



 

22 VENU SWAROOP ESUKAPALLI SAPPHIRE II 

23 HARSHVARDHAN JOSHI EMERALD III 

24 AUM SINHA RUBY CON 

25 ABHILASHA NANDI TOPAZ 

II G 

I 

26 
AARADHYA SACHIN 

KULKARNI 
TOPAZ II 

27 ESHANKA DUGGAL EMERALD III 

28 KAILASH SAI KADIYALA EMERALD CON 

29 ANVITA ANAND PANDE EMERALD 

II H 

I 

30 KOWLIGI MUGDHA HASINI EMERALD II 

31 ABHIGYA PRIYADARSHINI EMERALD III 

32 CHITTURI KRITI TOPAZ III 

33 AVYUKTH KOKA SAPPHIRE CON 

 

SLOGAN WRITING CONTEST 
Class: III                                                                                                                 Date: 25.10.2019 

A slogan is an effectively written short phrase using some 

simple and catchy words and having an impactful motto. An 

inter-house slogan writing competition was conducted for grade 

3 on 25th October 2019. 

The participants had to write and present a slogan on unity and 

vigilance in one hour. The students came up with innovative 

ideas and participated with great zeal and enthusiasm. They put in their efforts and decorated the paper with 

their creative ideas based on the given topic. Participants came up with many interesting slogans and presented 

them wonderfully. Most of them made slogans about unity like ‘unity is strength’, ’unity brings peace’ etc. 

Colorful illustrations accompanying the slogans also displayed the enthusiasm and artistic temperament of the 

students. Six students from each section were selected for the final round.  

S.No Name Of The Student 

 

House 

 

 

Position 

1  SrotoswiniMondal Sapphire 
A First 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All slogans were judged based on the parameters such as creativity displayed, relevance with the theme and 

clarity of message. The competition was conducted successfully in which the contestants were placed in 1st, 

2nd and 3rd positions from each section out of six finalists. 

2  AmodKashyapVemuganti Ruby Second 

3  PrathamNayak Topaz Third 

4  LaasyaPammi 
Ruby 

B 

First 

5  ShaiviPetwal Sapphire Second 

6  Shivam Das Karmakar Ruby Third 

7  KothapalliSaiMoksh Ruby 

C 

First 

8  ShubhiNirala Topaz Second 

9  AnaghAshutoshPani Ruby Third 

10  HimanshuNamadevNalawade Topaz 

D 

First 

11  Shashank R Topaz Second 

12  SanaikaNandigam Topaz Third 

13  Shreya Sarkar 
Ruby 

E 

First 

14  Lunasha Sharma Emerald Second 

15  PriyanshiChaurasia Ruby Third 

16  TejasSahoo Ruby 

F 

First 

17  AllavulaLallitAnurag Sapphire Second 

18  Vibhumi Pandey Topaz Third 

19  Avyaan Joshi Topaz 

G 

First 

20  AadyaJaiswal Emerald Second 

21  ShriyaditaSmriti Topaz Third 

22  YashashreeManji Topaz 

 

H 

First 

23  Mihika Singh Ruby Second 

24  Adeeb Ali Khan Emerald Third 



 

BOOKMARK MAKING 

CLASSES: III & IV                                                                         DATE: 14.11.2019 

National Book Week is celebrated to rekindle the spirit of reading among the students. Books can hold and keep 

all kinds of information, stories, thoughts and feelings unlike anything else in this world.  Reading is a timeless 

form of entertainment and information. As recommended by CBSE, art is always to be adopted as a pedagogical 

tool for experiential and joyful learning.  

A book mark making activity was organized for students. The students were also expected to write a slogan 

about books and reading habits on the book marks. They brought the materials themselves, but decorating them 

with innovative ideas and writing the slogans was carried out in the class. They enjoyed making bookmarks as it 

was an opportunity for them to display their talent and creativity. Children came up with wonderful ideas and it 

turned out to be a great success. They worked very enthusiastically and flaunted their artistic portrayal and 

imagination. It was indeed a fun-filled activity. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

CYBER SECURITY WORKSHOP 
 Class: IV                                                                                                                    Date: 31.10.19 

 

The world has become a global village with the easy availability of the 

Internet. No one can deny that this technological boon has made life 

easier as it is the biggest tool for information, learning and making 

connections. But, on a darker note, it has intruded our personal space, 

resulting in cyber-crimes. 

Cybersecurity is becoming increasingly relevant in today’s world. 

Security threats are not just faced by large corporations conducting 

operations online, anyone and everyone who browses the net is a 

potential victim of cyber-crime. 

October is National Cyber Security Awareness Month. The students of class 

http://www.dhs.gov/national-cyber-security-awareness-month-2014


 

IV at D.P.S, Hyderabad got an opportunity to attend a workshop on 

Cyber security on 31st October, 2019.  It was conducted by professionals 

from KPMG. Ms. Yogita and Ms. Maheedhar provided the students with 

valuable insights about cyber security. 

The following principles of using cyber space were discussed: 

1. Don’t lie about your age. 

2. Avoid private forums and chat rooms that require an email 

address, home address, or phone number. 

3. Don’t ever give out your or your family’s personal 

information. 

4. Create strong passwords and update them regularly. 

5. Don’t accept strangers’ friend requests, don’t add strangers, don’t chat with strangers, and never 

make an emotional connection with them. 

6. Set the privacy settings on your media accounts, make sure your profile details are only visible to 

friends. 

7. Disable location services. 

8. Important computer terms such as cyberbullying, netiquette, virus protection was explained to establish 

a basic understanding. 

9. Students were advised to block anybody who makes you feel uncomfortable. Report them to your 

parents, teachers, or even the authorities. 

The workshop concluded with an animated video showing all the different scenarios of cyber threats. The 

question-answer session was a very productive one and was truly enriching for all the students. 

 

DIYA DECORATION COMPETITION 
 

Class: V                                                                                                                Date: 25.10.19 

“So powerful is the light of unity that it can illuminate the whole earth.” 

The younger generation plays a pivotal role in the development of a country and they are the future of 

thecountry. Thus, it is important to educate them about their rights and most importantly the subtle values 

that would teach them to stay rooted to their origins. It is necessary to make them realize that the strength of 

our nation lies in the unity and integrity of it’s citizens. 

A series of inter-house activities on the theme “Vigilance and Ekta” had been organised in the month of 

October, to make the students aware of their rights and responsibilities. An inter-house competition – “Diya 

Decoration” was conducted based on the theme to add colour to the festive and cheerful season and 

encouraged children to spread joy and stay bonded with loved ones.  

The competition was conducted in respective classrooms and gave an opportunity to all students to participate. 

Students participated with utmost enthusiasm and demonstrated their creativity with sparkling displays of 

colourfuldiyas. First, Second and Third positions were given to the best performances. Deserving students were 

given consolation prize to acknowledge their effort. The students portrayed great unity as they competed in 

positive spirits.  

 

 



 

Winners: 

 

 

 

S. No. Class/ Sec Position Student’s Name House 

1 5A I Ipsita Ganesh Sapphire 

2 5A II Anushka Sharma Ruby 

3 5A III ToomuBalaYashaswini Topaz 

4 5A Cons. AishaniRoychoudhury Emerald 

5 5B I Dhawal Kumar Srivastava Sapphire 

6 5B II AkshitaNagasaiSureddy Topaz 

7 5B III AnvaiyShrivastava Emerald 

8 5B Cons. PenmetsaKeerthi Sri Ruby 

9 5C I PranamyaNibhanipudi Sapphire 

10 5C II PrajuktaManik Topaz 

11 5C III MuntasirRahaman Emerald 

12 5C Cons. 
Mokshith Surya 

VamsheeGudisan 
Ruby 

13 5D I ChintanaAbhiram Ruby 

14 5D II Vibhushita Sharma Emerald 

15 5D III RapoluNeevAgasthya Sapphire 

16 5D Cons. JonnalageddaShravya Emerald 

17 5E I JoginipallyShriya Rao Ruby 

18 5E II SajjalaKarthikaManasvini Ruby 

19 5E III Nilesh Kumar Tripathy Emerald 

20 5E Cons. ItikiralaSaiShreyas Ruby 

21 5F I Anjali Raodeo Emerald 

22 5F II NavyaPunia Ruby 

23 5F III KarthikeyanSahgal Sapphire 

24 5F Cons. PalleAvishi Reddy Ruby 

25 5G I Pranavi Reddy Reddy Sapphire 

26 5G II Naman Arora Ruby 

27 5G III Ridhima Mehta Topaz 

28 
5G 

Cons. 
NallapareddygariMalia 

Reddy 
Emerald 

29 5H I Aakriti Prakash Ruby 

30 5H II Aaliyah Sengupta Topaz 

31 
5H 

III 
TathiSai Surya 

DishitasreeSaraswathi 
Topaz 

32 5H Cons. Semonti Sarkar Ruby 



 

SPELL BEE (NATIONAL BOOK WEEK) 
Class: V & VI          Date: 18.11.19 

 

“Let grammar, punctuation, and spelling into your life! Even the most energetic and wonderful mess has to 

be turned into sentences.”        -Terry Pratchett 

Schools play a vital role in development of reading skills in children as they are regarded as the second 

home of a child. Reading has endless benifits - it improves comprehension of a subject, vocabulary, 

concentration, writing skills and helps in building 

character. Children need to be motivated to read more and 

more by teachers and parents alike. Learning to spell helps 

to cement the connection between the letters and their 

sounds, and learning high-frequency “sight words” to 

mastery level improves both reading and writing. 

Delhi Public School, Hyderabad has designed 

various inter-house activities in the month of 

November to mark National Book Week and promote 

reading among our students. An inter-house 

competition – “Spell-Bee” was conducted for students 

of Grade V on November 18th, 2019 based on this 

theme. The objective of the competition was to 

emphasize the importance of Spelling, grammar and vocabulary in the modern world and do so in a fun 

activity.The competition was conducted in two rounds. First round was conducted in classrooms with a set of 

spellings at class V level. Highest scorers from each house were selected from each section. The Final round 

was conducted on 18th November with eight teams of 32 finalists. The rounds in finals were based on books 

and authors, antonym and synonyms, collective nouns etc. Three teams were given first, second and third 

positions. Participation certificate was given to all other finalists. 

Results: 
 

S. No. Team Name Position 
Class and 

Sec 
Student's Name House 

1. 

Rational 

Ruby 
I 

5 A ChigurupatiNischyi 

Ruby 
2. 5 B S.Vidhyuth 

3. 5 C SumedhReyanshGopisetti 

4. 5 D HannsujaHarrsh 



 

5. 

Stupendous 

Sapphire 
II 

5 E AvasaralaSriviswaMukund 

Sapphire 
6. 5 F RachitBhartia 

7. 5 G RevaManvikar 

8. 5 H VydyamRanadeetSai 

9. 

Earnest 

Emerald 
III 

5 A Lohith Reddy Challa 

Emerald 
10. 5 B AnvaiyShrivastava 

11. 5 C MuntasirRahaman 

12. 5 D SarthakBarnwal 

 

S. No. 
Team 

Name 
Position 

Class 

and Sec 
Student's Name House 

1. 

Energetic 

Emerald 
I 

6 A SimritaKwatra 

Emerald 
2. 6 B Prisha Gupta 

3. 6 C Diya Tiwari 

4. 6 D AarnaChaturvedi 

5. 

Radiant 

Ruby 
I 

6 A Aryan SrinivasuluKuruva 

Ruby 
6. 6 B AthaluriDhanush Kumar 

7. 6 C AnanyaWahi 

8. 6 D AnshaZynah 

9. 

Sincere 

Sapphire 
II 

6 A Pesaladinne Anish Reddy 

Sapphire 
10. 6 B Sejal Mishra 

11. 6 C SaiSaketh Armani 

12. 6 D Ananya Kanda 

 

 

AD-MAD (Vigilance and Ekta) 

 
Class: VI                                                                                                                                      Date: 25.10.19 

“Beware of rashness, but with energy and sleepless vigilance go forward and give us victories” 

-Abhram Lincoln 

The younger generation plays a pivotal role in the development of any country, thus it’s important to 

educate them about their rights and most importantly their duty to curb corruption both. Corruption is one 

of the most damaging consequences of poor governance system and one of the most prominent factor 

responsible for poverty. 



 

Our school designed various inter-house activities on the 

theme “Vigilance and Ekta” in the month of October to make our 

students more socially aware and responsible. An inter-house 

competition – “Ad-Mad” was conducted for students of Grade VI 

based on this theme. The objective of the competition was to 

provide students a space to demonstrate their understanding of the 

media world of 

advertisements and provide a 

platform for participants to 

explore their creativity and stage presence skills. 

The competition was conducted in respective classrooms to give 

an opportunity to all students to participate. It not only showcased 

their acting skills but also the impromptu ability to use the cognitive 

skill on the spot. All the houses came up with exhilarating 

performance. Some thoroughly interesting items like – Water saving nozzle, Clay Pot and various health 

product were presented in the competition. First, Second and Third positions were given to the best 

performances. Few students were also given a consolation prize to acknowledge their effort. 

 

Winners:  

S. No. 
Class/ 

Sec 
Position Student’s Name House 

1 6A I SricharanBommakanti Ruby 

2 6A II SimritaKwatra Emerald 

3 6A II Kshithij Ram Topaz 

4 6A III AkhileshTotla Emerald 

5 6A Cons. JishnaviMovva Emerald 



 

6 6B I ManchitPattanaik Ruby 

7 6B II Prisha Gupta Emerald 

8 6B III Amogh Kulkarni Topaz 

9 6C I Kanak Agarwal Emerald 

10 6C I JishnuVenkataSaiArisa Sapphire 

11 6C II Akshara Amar Tirmanwar Sapphire 

12 6C II Ayansh Narayan Topaz 

13 6C II P V N RaghuvaraDatta Topaz 

14 6C III Daksh Agarwal Sapphire 

15 6C III JodhaGangarapu Sapphire 

16 6C III KartikeyaShahi Sapphire 

17 6C Cons. AnanyaWahi Ruby 

18 6C Cons. Hasini Sri Lakshmi Veluvolu Sapphire 

19 6D I AtharvLahoti Emerald 

20 6D II ManvitaKethamreddy Emerald 

21 6D III Agam Raj Singh Sareen Sapphire 

22 6D Cons. ShivangVadhera Ruby 

23 6D Cons. KaldindiVivek Ruby 

24 6E I 
Yanamandra Sri 

VenkataShaardul 
Emerald 

25 6E I AdithyaPratap Chatterjee Topaz 

26 6E II ParishiNagori Emerald 

27 6E II MaddulapallySrinidhi Reddy Ruby 

28 6E II VaisshnaviDuggasani Ruby 

29 6E II Saanvi I Sapphire 

30 6E III AdityaramMachineni Ruby 

31 6E III VaibhavChitikireddy Ruby 

32 6E III LottiSouryaVikhyath Topaz 

33 6E Cons. AtharvaShrivastava Sapphire 

34 6E Cons. NihiraMuley Sapphire 



 

35 6E Cons. Arjun Vellore Rajesh Khanna Topaz 

36 6F I Bhavyaa Jain Ruby 

37 6F I HarshithaChowdaryDasari Sapphire 

38 6F I Rudhveek Sri Datt Topaz 

39 6F II Ananya Dash Sapphire 

40 6F III Aditya Sarkar Ruby 

41 6F III Saisha Jain Sapphire 

42 6F III VeldhiShowbith Topaz 

43 6G I HariniMallipudi Ruby 

44 6G II Aarush Ghosh Emerald 

45 6G II Priyanshi Sinha Emerald 

46 6G II Suhani Gulati Emerald 

47 
6G 

III 
Rishik Sri Krishna 

VarmaPinnamaraju 
Emerald 

48 6G III SnigdhaJasthi Emerald 

49 6G III JammigumpalaHasyaNandini Ruby 

50 6H I Jisha Mahajan Emerald 

51 6H I Anaaya Ghosh Ruby 

52 6H I Vishwesh Vijay Sapphire 

53 6H II Krishna SiddarthTammana Ruby 

54 6H II Tarasha Khanna Ruby 

55 6H II AnweshaSahoo Sapphire 

56 6H II VemuriMedha Sri Nidhi Topaz 

57 6H III SaiAbhiramMandava Sapphire 

58 6H III GourisettyVenkataSaiVignesh Topaz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

‘WHAT’S THE GOOD WORD’ 
Class: VII                                                                                                                Date: 4.11.19   

 

"But words are things, and a small drop of ink,  
Falling like dew, upon a thought, produces 
 That which makes thousands, perhaps millions, think." 
                                                —George Gordon, Lord Byron 

Words make you think, words help you voice, words help to 
react, words create and destroy. Words are the medium of 
communication and they are the basis of everything that is 
happening in this world. 

It is of utmost importance that our next generation understands 
the power and importance of the usage of correct and 
appropriate words, an Inter House ‘What’s the Good 
Word’competition was organized for class VII. All the students 
participated in the first round of the competition and four students with highest scores from each section 
were selected for the final round.   

The final round of the competition was conducted, at the multipurpose hall with eight teams competing 
against each other. It was a visual medium based quiz and the quiz was conducted by Ms. Sangeeta. All the 
rounds were fought relentlessly and dedicatedly, with some questions thrown at the audience also.  

It was an eventful and exciting mental exercise with avid participation by all the students. 

WINNERS: 

Position Name of the student Class & Section House 

FIRST 

ShravanBalaji 

VII E 

RUBY 

AvasaralaShanukhaRaghav TOPAZ 

DhruvadeepaObulsrisai Reddy TOPAZ 

P SaiRamcharan Reddy TOPAZ 

SECOND 

Arusha Bhatt 

VII B 

TOPAZ 

Ayush Bhatt SAPPHIRE 

StutiTripathy RUBY 

AnvitaSreeBhogadi RUBY 

SECOND 

Shivangi Singh 

VII G 

SAPPHIRE 

AarushhiMitra SAPPHIRE 

SiddharthMaira RUBY 

OmkaarSandhibigraha RUBY 

 

CROSSWORD 

"Crossword is a linguistic workout for your brain, to keep those grey cells 

fine and ticking." 

 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1378723?ref=collages
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1378723?ref=collages


 

A good vocabulary helps you to make your presence felt. In 
today’s age of communication, having a good vocabulary has 
become imperative.  Delhi Public School, Hyderabad has been 
making a constant endeavour to help the students enrich their 
linguistics skills through different activities.  In continuation with 
these efforts on 18th November, 2019, an Inter House 
Crossword’ solving competition was organized for class VII. 
Cryptic crosswords were given for solving within a time period 
of half an hour. All the students participated in the competition 
and the students with highest score from each section were 
selected.   

Students had an enjoyable time trying to find out the word from the given cryptic clues and were seen 
discussing the clues long after the competition got over. Clearly this mental exercise excited all the 
participants.  

WINNERS: 

Class & 

Section 

Name of the student Position House 

VII A N. Srikar Reddy 1st TOPAZ 

 YuvanKamesh D 1st TOPAZ 

 B.Sai Sri Mahitha 2nd TOPAZ 

 Hardik Agarwal 3rd RUBY 

VII B AlankritMathur 1st EMERALD 

 Arusha Bhatt A 2nd TOPAZ 

 StutiTripathy 3rd RUBY 

VII C SaiSrikarDoppalandi 1st TOPAZ 

 VedantKankani 2nd EMERALD 

 Riddhima P Mehrotra 2nd SAPPHIRE 

 AnujMohanty 3rd TOPAZ 

VII D Arnav Reddy Mallepally 1st TOPAZ 

 AvasaralaHrishikesh 2nd EMERALD 

 ChavaliRaagaPranati 3rd TOPAZ 

VII E PasamChetana Rao 1st RUBY 

 PriyaHasiniBezawada 2nd EMERALD 

 Sivaiahgari Sri Avani 2nd SAPPHIRE 

 Ananya Reddy Y S  3rd RUBY 

VII F RishavRangapure 1st RUBY 

 BiankaAmolNaravane 2nd RUBY 

 Aarush Jain 3rd SAPPHIRE 

 A HansiniKrish 3rd TOPAZ 

 Sana Sukhija 3rd RUBY 

VII G AarushiMitra 1st SAPPHIRE 

 SiddharthMaira 2nd RUBY 

 HammadIrfan Ghazi 2nd EMERALD 

https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1378723?ref=collages
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1378723?ref=collages
https://www.azquotes.com/quote/1378723?ref=collages


 

 AbinavSrinivas Reddy 3rd TOPAZ 

VII H Mihika Agarwal 1st RUBY 

 PatnasettySanjana 2nd SAPPHIRE 

 Ayaan Qureshi 3rd SAPPHIRE 

 Pratham Patel 3rd SAPPHIRE 

 Tejas M Ural  3rd EMERALD 

 

DECLAMATION 
Class: VIII                                                                                                          Date: 31.10.19  

“Words are seeds that do more than blow around, 

They land in our hearts and not the ground, 

Be careful what you plant and careful what you say, 

You might have to eat what you planted one day.” 

Declamation is an artistic form of public speaking. It is a dramatic oration designed to express through 

articulation, emphasis and gesture the full sense of the text being conveyed. The purpose is to have the 

students directly experience the power of masterfully crafted language. Delhi Public School, Hyderabad 

organized an inter house Declamation Competition for the students of Class VIII on 31st October in Room No- 

14. Students were given an opportunity to showcase themselves as erstwhile great leaders of the world and 

they mesmerized the Judges and the audience with the famous speeches which made history come alive. 

Students displayed their oratory talent by declaiming speeches of great orators, writers and motivators. 

The competition was conducted in three rounds – Four students from every section (A-H from each house) 

were selected by their respective English teachers for preliminary round later in the second round 16 students 

across grade VIII were shortlisted for the Final round by Ms.Asima and Ms.Nandita. 

The judges were Ms. Sharmila HOD, English Dept and Ms. Chayanika. Each participant was given two and half 

minutes for the speech. The participants took the stage with aplomb and their performances were incredible. 

They declaimed the timeless speeches of stalwarts like MalalaYousafzai, Abdul Kalam, Martin Luther King and 

many more. The Students were judged on the criteria of Introduction, delivery& presentation and overall 

effect. The winners were Sara Joshi of 8F(Emerald house) who bagged the first prize, Anjali  Khandapal of 

8G(Ruby house) stood Second, the third prize was won by Shriyansh Krishna of 8F(Ruby house). Consolation 

prize was given to RaizelMidha of 8A (Sapphire house). The judges applauded all the participants for their 

efforts. 

WINNERS 

SNO POSITION STUDENT’S NAME HOUSE 

1 I SARA JOSHI EMERALD 

2 II ANJALI KHANDAPAL RUBY 

3 III SHRIYANSH KRISHNA DASI RUBY 

4 CONSOLATION RAIZEL MIDHA SAPPHIRE 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

BE AN AUTHOR FOR A DAY 
Class: VIII           Date :22.10.19 

“The true sign of Intelligence is not knowledge but Imagination.” 

Statistics show that reading helps develop your writing skills, but writing helps develop your cognitive growth, 

organizational abilities, and the power to influence others through persuasion.  In short, writing powers the 

brain. Creative writing encourages kids to exercise their creative minds and practice using their imagination. It 

improves their ability to come up with alternatives. This broadens their thought process, which can lead to 

success in many areas, including problem solving and analysis. 

Writing gives students more opportunity to assert themselves and their opinions and develop their “voice.” 

 These developments can really strengthen their self-confidence. To heighten and boost their confidence as 

young writers, an inter house competition –Author for the day was held  at DPS, Hyderabad on 22nd 

November for Class VIII(A-H) Students in their respective class rooms. The Students have come up with the 

beautiful write ups in their own special way. They showcased their talent by weaving short stories, poems on 

themes -Childhood, Nature, Dreams, Tech-life etc. Six best writings were selected from every section by their 

respective Class Teachers in the Preliminary round. Later English teachers have finalized the best three 

winners from every section of Class VIII. 

This competition was a wonderful platform wherein Students received good exposure in expressing their 

thoughts. It helped them in enhancing their writing skills, creative thinking and increased the power of 

imagination.  

WINNERS 

CLASS/S

EC. 

POSITION NAME OF THE STUDENT HOUSE 

VIII A 

FIRST T.SaiSriya Sapphire 

SECOND K.Akshaya Ruby 

THIRD Aditi Singh K. Topaz 

VIII B 

FIRST ShrutiKonidala Topaz 

SECOND PatriPooshnaAthreya Sapphire 

THIRD Bhumi Agarwal Emerald 

VIII C 

FIRST KshitijMathur Topaz 

SECOND V.V.S Vijay Kiran Ruby 

THIRD DishvithaYerra Emerald 

VIII D 
FIRST Sri Vibha M. Emerald 

SECOND Arjun R. Topaz 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Swachh Bharat, Swasth Bharat 
Class: VIII                                                                                                           Date: 8.11.19 

Humans are driven by the basic instinct of living a happy and healthy life. Though it seems to be a simple thing, 

it is hard to realize as it warrants wholesomeness of both heart and mind. This obviously requires a clean 

environment which can be promoted by inculcating healthy and hygienic habits besides positive thinking among 

the students. 

A Special assembly was held by the students to bring awareness about the Cleanliness Drive under 

SwachhBharath and SwasthBharathAbhiyaan. The Assembly began with a song invoking the blessings of 

Almighty to give strength to ward off all evils from our minds; it was followed by a news update. The students 

of advocated the importance of cleanliness and its benefits and how each individual is accountable for 

maintaining their health through a thought provoking skit. They also highlighted how small changes in one’s 

lifestyle can bring great change in our society.  

Further they had a panel discussion on how certain 

overlooked people (Sarpanch, Councilor, Doctor, 

Entrepreneur and a Teacher) in the society work towards 

creating a difference and what it takes to make nation as 

huge as India a healthy nation. Grade IV students 

performed a folk dance of Telangana which beautifully 

showcased the celebrations of Bathukamma. 

The whole assembly was diligently organized. It was a 

huge success as students learned the value of cleanliness. They understood it’s not only the responsibility of the 

government but also the responsibility of every individual to free India from communicative diseases by 

reducing pollution and keeping our environment clean. 

 

 

THIRD Medhini S. Sapphire 

VIII E 

FIRST DarshikaSanwaria Emerald 

SECOND N.Chaarvi Sapphire 

THIRD B.Pranavi Topaz 

VIII F 

FIRST DittiMaroo Sapphire 

SECOND Swapnil Das Emerald 

THIRD P.NidhiVarma Topaz 

VIII G 

FIRST Anjali Khandpal Ruby 

SECOND Nikhila R. Topaz 

THIRD NavTej Ruby 

VIII H 

FIRST K.Hansika Reddy Ruby 

SECOND Harsha Yogi Bhaganagar Ruby 

THIRD HaarisM.Iqbal Ruby 

SPECIAL ASSEMBLY 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Report by Shashwath Ram, student of Class – VIII  

Maker Faire ... 

Maker Faire is a gathering of fascinating, curious people who 

enjoy learning and who love sharing what they can do. From 

engineers to artists to scientists to crafters, Maker Faire is a 

venue for these "makers" to show hobbies, experiments, 

projects. 

The Exhibit-- Garbage Sorter ... 

My friend, Kamal M of 8E, and I were fortunate enough to be 

selected for the same and were asked to develop a device 

which would help in sorting of garbage into metallic waste, wet waste and 

other dry waste. We decided to call it the “Garbage Sorter”. 

The Process ... 

One month of training by the Creya people, lots of researching on the net, 

drawings, flow charts and theories set the process in motion.Working on 

Saturdays and other holidays, we started to build our dream device. 

Slowly, we started with the conveyor belts, the servo motors, sensors etc. 

with the support of the Creya teachers. 

The Machine... 

The Garbage sorter has a main conveyor belt in which all the wastes first 

GARBAGE SORTER @ MAKER FAIRE  

 



 

pass through. 

At the beginning of this belt there is an inductive proximity sensor which can detect only metals.When this 

sensor detects a metal and the metal comes in front of an IR sensor (which works on the principle of reflection 

of infrared rays) the belt stops and a servo motor pushes the metal onto another conveyor belt. In this way 

metallic waste is segregated. 

Moving on, there is a moisture sensor. Whenever this sensor 

comes in contact with wet waste, it detects it by sensing the 

water content in the waste. When the waste comes in front 

of another IR sensor, a servo motor pushes the waste onto 

another conveyor belt. In this way wet waste is segregated. 

The remaining dry waste like plastic, paper and glass fall off 

the end of the conveyorbelt. 

 

The Feel - good factor ... 

It has been a wonderful new learning experience personally for us. Right from being mentored by teachers 

who are top notch in their field,to learning about sensors and Arduino and explaining about the working of the 

exhibit to a large number of people who visited the faire, both of us have definitely gained new knowledge 

and confidence. 

 

 

Class:V, VI & VII                                                                                                        Date: 2.11.19 

As per the directives of Central Vigilance Commission and CBSE guidelines, Delhi Public School, Hyderabad 

conducted various activities for students of Classes V, VI and VII on 2nd November 2019 to observe Vigilance 

Week.  

A 3 km marathon run was held in the morning. The School Principal, Ms. GeetaVishwanathan flagged off the 

event. The marathon run lasted for an hour. The zeal and enthusiasm encouraged the students to complete 

the run. The students participated with a feeling of importance as they were promoting vigilance.  

 The students of Classes VI and VII made placards that were thought provoking. The posters sensitized 

students about wrong doers.    

An essay writing task was assigned to students of class VII. The students cited reasons and supported their 

stand with various real-life examples. This activity helped in creating awareness about the role of Integrity and 

Honesty –as a way of life.  

The Class teachers and Activity teachers took part in the events and guided the students. The events were a 

success and contributed towards the objective of creating awareness about being vigilant.  

OBSERVING VIGILANCE WEEK 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class: V - IX                                                                                                  Date: 22.10.19 

 

On the occasion of vigilance awareness week, that was observed from 22nd 

October 2019 to 2nd November 2019, Students of Delhi Public School, 

Hyderabad pledged to be vigilant in all walks of life. A poster making competition 

was conducted for students of classes 5 to 9 on the theme Integrity: A Way of 

Living. Later on, Assistant Commissioner of Employees Provident Fund, Mr. Yadav 

addressed the senior students, mainly focusing on honesty and integrity among 

themselves. Subsequently, the winners of the poster making competition were 

announced and awarded. The first position was held by Ms. HarshithaChowdary of VI F, second position by 

AnoushkaDevineni of IX F and the third position was bagged byP. Chetana Rao. To conclude the event a vote 

of thanks was given by the Area Enforcement Officer Ms. Pranitha.  

 

 

 

 

 

VIGILANCE AWARENESS WEEK – POSTER MAKING 

 



 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The national book week is celebrated all across the country to commemorate the birthday of the fist Prime Minister of 

India, Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru. The celebrations commence from the 14th of November and go on till the 20th.In order to 

pay tribute to Pt. Jawaharlal Nehru and to draw emphasis on the importance of 

books, Delhi Public School 

Hyderabad too celebrated this 

occasion with full enthusiasm too. 

There were participants from 

across the grades right from 

Upper Kindergarten to the 11th 

standard. 

The celebrations were 

initiated by seeking 

the blessings of the almighty through a melodious choir. This was 

followed by a short message from the Head Boy of the school 

which truly brought a wave of positivity among the spectators. 

Attention was also drawn on how the school and our beloved 

Director ma’am and respected Principal ma’am have never failed 

to remind us about the importance and relevance of good books. 

The mini auditorium was also decorated by poems, bookmarks, 

comics and 

other works 

of the talented students of the school. 

Following this, the students were enlightened about the evolution 

and importance of books and the development to this digital era. 

The rising stars of prep came forward after this and mesmerized 

everyone by their poem enactment. The little ones of Grade 1 

weren’t any less in amusing the audience by their flawless show and 

tell sessions. The spectators were also fascinated by the skills of the 

students of grade 3 who took us to a whole new world through the 

virtue of their storytelling. These entertaining acts were followed by 

BOOK WEEK 

 



 
quotations and book reviews presented by the beaming talents of classes 5, 6, 7 and 8. Subsequently two dipsites 

recited beautiful poems which deeply touched the spectators. And last but definitely not the least was a presentation of 

an adaptation from the story pride and prejudice by the girls of grade 11 which totally impressed everyone. 

The day was finally concluded by the vote of thanks rendered by the literary secretary of the school. 

- Kashika Nagpal,11C 

Class: IX - X                                                                                                            Date: 1.11.19 

The Times NIE Newsmakers meet was held at Roots Collegium auditorium. Two students who would be star 

correspondents from the participating schools were invited to take part in a Debate Competition. The topic for 

which was “Climate Change-a Global Challenge”. This was followed by a panel discussion by guests invited for 

the event and a G.K QUIZ for participants on current affairs. 

The participation saw an overwhelming 140 students from 70 schools fighting it out for the coveted winner’s 

positions.  The first three places were bagged by other schools and team DPS- HYD consisting of Sara Joshi and 

SrutiBoyapati of class VIII was awarded the consolation prize along with a special mention and appreciation as 

they were the youngest in the group of participants who were mostly from grade IX and X. 

The prestigious event not only provided a platform for students to address the impact of climate change but 

also attuned them to the frequency of today’s world. It attempted to lay an early foundation of journalism and 

report writing in them.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“Curiosity keeps leading us down new paths.”  -Walt Disney 

THE TIMES NIE NEWSMAKERS MEET 2019 

 

Event ‘The Power Of Why’ 



 

These words of the famous filmmaker were the spirit of a fun land earning event - The Power of Why, 
organised by Indian School of Business and Finance (ISBF), Delhi, at Hyderabad Public School, Begumpet. The 
event, held on Saturday, 30th November, 2019, was attended by seventeen teams comprising students of 
classes 11 and 12 representing ten schools of Hyderabad. Our school was represented by a team of five 
students from classes 11 C and D.The ISBF is affiliated to the London School of Economics and Political 
Sciences. The competition comprised of three events handcrafted for the studentsof finance, business and 
economics, so as to traintheir brain according to simulated 
real- life situations. 
The first round was a case study of a popular airline, Jet 
Airways, which had started in a big way, but due to several 
operational and financial miscalculations, was eventually 
grounded. In comparison was the popular airline Indigo, 
whose strategy and business acumen has helped it grow from 
strength to strength. The teams were asked to come up with 
a detailed business strategy to revive Jet Airways. This 
involved real life application of principles of economics, 
business and finance learned in the class.  
This was followed by a round of stock market simulation- 
Bulls and Bears, a share trading session inscrips of fifteen 
companies listed in NASDAQ. This needed a thorough research on the scrips, for which material was provided 
a week in advance. The participants had to strategize and trade in a manner such that, their portfolio value 
increases as much as possibleat the end of the stipulated time. To make the trading as close to reality as 
possible, news flashes also came from time to timemaking the scrip values fluctuate. The venue went alive 
with action and anticipation as participants did a brisk businessof buying and selling shares. The closing bell 
saw a look of triumph and satisfaction in the participants’ faces. 
The third round was a quiz based on prominent events in business and economics, which tested the 
participants’ knowledge of brand conception, promotion, history and latest developments.The quiztestedtheir 
knowledge and ability to decipher cryptic clues.  
The overall goal of the event was to show the participants a glimpse of the business and finance world and 
how economic theory is applicable in real life.It kept up the excitement and involvement of the participants 
throughout the day. It was truly a unique experience for the students. Team DPS, Hyderabad secured fourth 
position in the event.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

“Fitness is not about being better than someone else; it is about being better than you used to be.” 

On the occasion of Sports Day on 29th August this year, the Prime Minister of our country, NarendraModi, had 
launched the “Fit India Movement” that aimed the youngsters and students to include sports and physical 
activity in their daily routine.  

The challenges of the modern day life has brought along with it the need to be more physically proactive and 
fit in order to face its challenges with optimum energy and positivity. Taking the mission forward CBSE has 
decided to devote six working days in all its schools as they aim to take students off from ‘Passive Screen time’ 
to ‘Active Field time.’ 

To instill in students the understanding for regular physical activity and higher 
levels of fitness, Delhi Public School, 
Hyderabad observed the “Fit India School 
Week” in the fourth week of November ( 
21st Nov’-28th Nov’). The objective is to 
develop Sports Quotient among all the 
students to achieve a healthy lifestyle. The 
following activities were undertaken- 

Day1 (21-11-2019):  Fitness week began with Yoga by doing various asanas to 
manage their stress and anxiety. Students performed Suryanamaskar, which 
is known to strengthen our body, promote healthy digestion, build focus and concentration and activate brain 
cells. The same was followed by Vrikshasana or tree pose, Thadasan or mountain pose. Students also practiced 

Pranayam or breathing exercise, anulomaviloma and 
bastrikapranayam in their morning assembly. Activities on Fitness and 
Nutrition were also organized. 

Day2(22-11-2019)- Various free hands exercises like pushups, squats, 
Ab crunches, leg lifts, side bends were practiced by students to 
strengthen the chest muscles and spinal cord. Besides conducting 
these fitness activities, the school also organized activities like 
debates, symposium and lectures 
by sports psychologists to keep 
the students mentally fit.  

Day 3 (23-11-2019)– Poster making Competition-Students made vibrant 
and colorful posters on the theme “Fit Body- Fit Mind -Fit Environment”. 

Day 4 (25-11-2019)– Students enthusiastically participated in physical 
activities like Dance, Aerobics, Yoga, Martial Arts, Rope-Skipping, and 
Gardening etc. Apart from these, students were encouraged to take part 
in Essay/Poem Writing Competition on the theme “Fit India School”. 

 
Day 5(26-11-2019)-Sports Quiz was organized by the school for all the students to inculcate the habit of 
getting involved in regular sports and understanding its significance. 

FIT INDIA SCHOOL WEEK 

 



 

Day 6 (27-11-2019)- The weeklong celebration was concluded with a 
competition that involved the participation of staff, parents and students 

in traditional, indigenous 
games to invigorate the 
essence of  Unity in Diversity 
in India. Games like Hoop or 
Tire rolling, Tug- of –war etc 
were conducted. 

The celebration was a huge success as it witnessed the 
overwhelming participation of students and staff in various activities organized by School. They realized the 
importance of Fitness and took pledge to stay fit and incorporate fitness activities in their daily routine. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A very innovative and fun teaching learning activity of skill building was conducted by the Primary wing 

teachers in Delhi Public School, Hyderabad, on 16th November 2019. 

The activity was based on building up a new skill in an individual within duration of quick 15 minutes. 11 

Teachers volunteered to facilitate the sessions like – Zen tangle art, Basic 

French, Mandala Art, Saree Draping, Mehendi Designing, Basic Face 

Makeup, Flower-making, Rangoli, Hand Embroidery, Nail Art and Google 

Baba. The sessions were organised in two slots with every teacher getting a 

chance to enrol for any two sessions, one in each slot, and hence being able 

to learn two new skills. 

The staff enthusiastically participated in every session they enrolled in and 

had an enriching and fun experience while skilling up them. The facilitators 

felt a sense of contentment in being able to share their skills with their fellows which also brought out their 

hidden talents and gave them a very interesting platform to showcase the same. 

BUILD A SKILL IN 15 MINUTES  

 



 

The session proved to be a very good learning and de-stressing experience for each and everyone involved. 

Events as these build up team spirit and enthusiasm all across.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

Technology Supported Teaching 

 

The software introduced in the session “Geogebra” was like an encyclopedia which facilitates teaching as well  

as quick grasping of the concepts by students of higher classes. The facilitator detailed three concepts in both 

the sessions. The morning session started at 9 a,m in which one activity of geometry was explained.(This 

activity is part of our Math Lab activities and done last week by class 8 students). 

After a short break, the topic graphs was introduced and all participants were made to practice few linear 

graphs. After lunch a group photo was taken and sent to each participant . Then the topic functions 

wasintroduced which had graphs as their domain. Graphs based on quadratic equations and their reflection 

was explained and the same was practiced by participants. The session concluded after 3 problems in the 

handout were solved and participation certificates given. 

The Essence Of A Teacher – A Workshop 

 A good teacher is someone who teaches not only with mind, but also with heart. 
All the teachers of Pre-primary and Primary block were assembled to be a part of the session being conducted 

by the Principal of D. P. S, Hyderabad.  
The session began with a thought provoking question by Ms. 
GeethaVishwanathan. She asked if teaching was our first choice of 
profession. Then she engaged the teachers in a group activity of creating 
a pictorial symbol that according of us best defines the role of a teacher. 
All the groups were asked to display and describe their symbol. What 
followed, however, did provide 
plenty of food for thought. 
The importance of acquiring the 

21st century skills such as 4C's was highly emphasized. Accepting the 
change and moving forward was the biggest takeaway from the session. 
She also appreciated the teachers who want to make a difference. 

TEACHER TRAINING WORKSHOP                                            



 

Teachers were requested to collaborate, bounce ideas and best practices off of each other, and support each 
other. 
Teachers were asked to respect parents who value education, understand where their child is academically 
and support them.   
She encouraged teachers to be continuously evolving and always searching  for better ways to reach the 
students. They should make an attempt to connect with children and their parents. 
Teachers were urged to practice differentiation in the classroom that individual students and individual classes 
are different and tailor their lessons to meet those individual needs. She emphasized on being compassionate 
and sympathetic to the student.  
Lastly, we were asked to revisit our role as a teacher. 

Wellness Program Report 

A teacher's wellness gets reflected on the students' wellness. Teachers are likely to be the first role models 
any student would have. Students tend to walk on their role model’s footsteps and imitate them. Teachers, 

who establish a healthy work/life balance, have more energy 
and serve as healthy lifestyle role models for their students. 
Healthy children are fast 
learners. 
 Healthy employees are 
a crucial component of a 
happy and progressive 
school. A healthy and 
stress free workplace 
makes for satisfied and 

high performing employees. Such school employees are more likely 
to be happy in their position of work and are more productive. 
   A wellness program was conducted in our campus on Saturday, 09 November 2019 from 11 AM-11:30 AM to 
foster joy and well-being of the staff. Teachers of grade 3 & 4 were the participants. The session started with 
some warm up exercises accompanied by music. The participants were energized through few zumba and folk 
steps demonstrated by dance department. Everyone showed their active participation and cooperation in this 
healthy activity. 
       Nurturing a culture of wellness among teachers at school ensures that they give their best all the time. 
 

 

 

Date:29thNovember2019 

 “ A n y o n e  w h o  s t o p s  l e a r n i n g  i s  o l d ,  w h e t h e r  a t  T w e n t y  o r  E i g h t y . ”   
           — H e n r y  F o r d  
A subject enrichment workshop was conducted for Economics, Business Studies and Accountancy .The 
workshop commenced with the felicitation and introduction of the resource person. 22 teachers from all over 
Hyderabad attended the workshop. 
Teachers were enlightened with some subject specific topics.To give an idea about how the questions can be 
framed in the board examination 2020 few multiple choice questions were asked.Teachers were advised to 
use NCERT textbooks and were also asked to make students read line by line for better preparation.Emphasis 

SUBJECT ENRICHMENTWORKSHOP 

 



 

was given to use interdisciplinary approach in all the 
subjects. The various disciplinecomprises of Economics with 
Mathematics, Accountancy, and Business Studies link and 
intertwine.  
A lot of stress was given to cover the untouched areas of 

NCERT textbooks as there is a probability of multiple choice 

questions to be framed from that part in the board 

examination. Important tips(subject specific) for attempting 

the exams were shared, so that the students can be 

benefitted in the examination. 

At last the session was concluded by clarifying the doubts 

raised by the participants of the workshop. The participants were enthusiastic and had put forward several 

queries. It was a well organised, interactive and paced workshop which helped the teachers to broaden their 

outlook andhave insight into preparing the students for the upcoming board examination.Overall it was an 

empowering and enriching session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class: Nursery A and B         Date: 27.11.19 

 
“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain an artist once we grow up” 
    -  Pablo Picasso 

We, at Delhi Public School, Hyderabad believe on the 

principle of imparting holistic education, with an equal 

emphasis on arts, 

sports and 

education. In order 

to keep this thought 

intact and to give an 

exposure to the 

children, in the field 

of creativity, an 

ART FEST -NANHE KALAKAAR 



 

event with a fascinating theme of Art, named “Art Fest” was organized for the Pre-Primary kids as 

the theme of the month.  

Keeping the value of integrating the artistic learning and to promote their creativity and imagination 

skills, a week-long celebration was planned as part of the theme, where the tiny tots were exposed to 

oodles of activities, like craft work, music, dance and games. This also included free exploration day, 

where the little Dipsites were given freedom to explore and enjoy the activities of their own choice. 

The week-long “Art Fest” brought along with it, a grand celebration, “Heart for art - 

NanheKalaakaar” on 27th November, 2019. This event was showcased by Nursery A and B. The kids 

displayed lot of enthusiasm while presenting the assembly with poise and impressed the spectators 

and the audience with their excellent oratory skills. They confidently enacted a poem called “Art is 

hard”. The little dipsites, dressed up as Minions for the mass dance drill, gave a bewitching 

performance, swaying through the entire event. The audience were taken by pleasant surprise by the 

well synchronized mass drill presented by the little ones. Sports was weaved into the theme of art, 

with various ingenious novelty races for the children. Also, few amusing races were conducted for 

the parents, where they willingly participated.  

There was a display of their art work where the children showcased their artistic skills in art and 

craft. 

To sum up, the Art fest event gave our “Nanhekalakaar” an opportunity to fill their white canvas 

with different colours, encouraging to explore their inner artist with tremendous spirit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

As part of the anti-bullying campaign 

undertaken by the Interact Club of the School 

for the academic session 2019-20, Interactors 

of Class IX made informative posters 

highlighting the importance of mental health. 

The students made posters to show various 

aspects of mental health problems right from 

the causes to the steps that can be undertaken to help achieve a better 

state of mind. Many posters highlighted the negative aspects of peer pressure and how it is of late influencing 

the mental health of a child. Students elaborated on steps to maintain a healthy relationship with one’s peers 

in their own unique way.  

Interactors took an active part in the initiative and are looking forward to more such events. 

It was a very interactive session and appreciated by all. 

 

 

 

 

Class IX & X           Date: 02-12/2019 

“All work and no play make Jack a dull boy.” 

Keeping this age-old adage in mind and being aware of the importance of the balance between academics and 

sports, the Annual Inter-House Sports Meet 2019-20 was held at DPS Hyderabad on 2 December 2019 with 

great zeal, excitement and frolicsome atmosphere. The meet was inaugurated with the blessings of the school 

principal, Mrs. Geetha Vishwanathan. The first events of the day were the athletic events with 100m, 200m 

and 4 x 100m relay races organized for both boys and girls. For most of the audience, the most exciting one 

was the 100m in which the fastest girl and boy athlete of Classes 9 and 10 were determined (Tejas from Class 

10 and Devika from Class 9). Once the races began, the air was filled with cheering and tons of encouragement 

for the young athletes. 

The prize distribution ceremony for the Inter-house sports competitions began shortly afterwards. Prizes were 

given away for team sports like football, basketball and cricket as well as for individual sports like tennis, 

chess, table tennis and athletics. The audience was at their enthusiastic best as they cheered for the winners 

and the participants.  Mrs. Geetha Vishwanathan encouraged the students to pursue sports without worrying 

about the judgment of others. The ceremony was concluded with the rendering of the vote of thanks. 

 

INTERACT CLUB (November) 

ANNNUAL INTER HOUSE SPORTS MEET 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Class VII & VII            Date: 02-12-19 

“Sports serve society by providing vivid examples of excellence.” 

- George F. Will 

 

The Annual Sports Day for grades seven and eight was organised and celebrated on 2nd December, 2019. The 

students of the above mentioned grades were made to gather at the Football Ground during the post lunch 

session of the school hour.  

The event took place in the august presence of the Principal Mrs. Geeta Vishwanathan. The same witnessed a 

series of races conducted amidst  loud cheers of the students. The event was followed by the award 

ceremony. Students who have won different sports competitions, both internal and external were honoured 

with certificates and medals. The huge gathering of awardees were awarded primarily by the Principal and 

later followed by the Headmistresses and teachers. 

The students applauded the achievers for their success. The winners greatly cherished the proud moment of 

being appreciated in the presence of their fellow mates. the Principal expressed her satisfaction with students’ 

attitude and also congratulated the winners on their success. She encouraged them to strive towards bringing 

more accolades to school.  

The weather too had been friendly and pleasant for the entire affair to be enjoyed thoroughly. The conclusion 

of the event was followed by the dispersal of the students. The entire affair was well arranged and successfully 

concluded. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Class V & VI         Date: 04-12-2018 

“The five S’s of sports training are: stamina, speed, strength, skill, and spirit; but the greatest of these is spirit.” 

                                   – Ken Doherty 

With these in mind, Delhi Public School, Hyderabad conducted the Sports Day on 5th December, 2019.  It was 

attended by the Principal Ms GeetaVishwanathan, Head-Mistress Ms Rama Ananth, Co-ordinator Ms 

SaravPreet and the teachers and students of Grades V & VI.   

The excitement of the children was palpable, all waiting to find out who would come out as the winner.The 

participants came well prepared in their sports attire and were welcomed on to the ground with loud cheers 

from their friends.    



 

The first event was 200 m race followed by 400m relay race.  As each of the participants ran to secure the 

coveted first position, their friends cheered them on with continuous claps.  Then it was time for the much 

awaited 100m sprint, the winners of which were declared as the fastest boy and the fastest girl of 2019-20.    

After the events, the winners were awarded medals and certificates to encourage them to continue to give 

their best to the sport.  The program concluded with the Principal addressing the students and teachers.  She 

stressed the vital role of sports especially in the lives of students to build character and resilient attitude. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

With this we come to the end of Dipscoop for the month of December. Wishing you all a Very 

Happy Holidays and Season;s Greetings. Until next month, Ciao!! 

 


